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Abstract
Samples containing approximately 107 spores of Bacillus anthracis (Ba) Sterne in water
were irradiated with 267 nm UVC light using small LEDs and, for comparison, by
gammas produced from a Cs-137 source. Spores were exposed to methionine and DP1 in
different settings. L-methionine and D-methionine were introduced to Ba during
sporulation and adherence to the spore was verified using circular dichroism
spectrometry. Before irradiation, 1 mM L-Met, D-Met, and DP1 were added to solution
and remained in solution through germination. Following UV irradiation, minimal media
was added and the spores were incubated for various times. Spore viability was
quantified as time to outgrowth of the spore using SYTO 16 photoluminescence.
Fluorescence counts were compared between irradiated and unirradiated experiments,
demonstrating a delay in outgrowth time for irradiated samples. D-Met samples showed
increased damage repair compared to control spores, while L-Met spores expressed
delayed outgrowth for unirradiated and correspondingly irradiated spores. Colony
forming units were collected after gamma irradiation for 1000 gray (Gy) increments
between 0 and 8000 gray. The gamma doses corresponding to 1-log10 inactivation for the
four types of Ba spores were: ~5000 Gy for wild type and D-methionine; >8000 Gy for
DP1 spores; inconclusive for L-methionine. DP1 doped spores showed a significant
resistance to damage, while D-Met spores showed minimal change in cell viability. LMet spores clumped readily and produced unsatisfactory results. The average dose for 1log10 inactivation for the control is approximately twice the value previously reported;
this illustrates the importance of dose rate in radiation effects.
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THE EFFICIENCY OF METHIONINE AS A RADIOPROTECTANT OF BACILLUS
ANTHRACIS FOR CELL VIABILITY AND OUTGROWTH TIME AFTER UVC AND
GAMMA IRRADIATION
I. Introduction
Research Statement
The primary objective of this research is to show whether or not methionine, a
sulfur-containing amino acid, sporulated in Bacillus anthracis (Ba) Sterne, has similar
radiation protection efficiency as Ba spores in solution of DP1, a decapeptide containing
methionine, from the effects of damage by UVC and gamma irradiation. Ba spores
represent an interesting model system to study because the damage to assaults in the
spore state can be studied separately from the damage repair in the vegetative state. The
effectiveness of methionine as a scavenger of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is expected
to show minimal protection against UVC irradiation, but is expected to be substantial for
gamma protection based on known mechanisms. Protein transport and regulatory
functions would accept methionine more readily than the decapeptide; the bacterium
must germinate to allow these molecules to enter the cell and interact with ROS. The
metrics for measuring repair efficiency after UV and gamma radiations are outgrowth
time and colony forming units of the spores, respectively.
Problem Statement
The purpose of this research is to compare the effectiveness of Ba sporulated with
methionine and DEHGTAVMLK, referred to as decapeptide 1 (DP1), in solution of Ba
spores as radioprotectants for gamma irradiation. The amino acid and polypeptide were
applied to aqueous solutions of Bacillus anthracis spores following ultraviolet C (UVC)
1

radiation at 267 nanometers and gamma (γ) irradiation using a cesium-137 source. The
metrics used to quantify the radioprotection efficiency were spore survival curves and
germination outgrowth time. Studying the complexes of methionine and decapeptides
including methionine and their effect on cell viability post-irradiation is fundamentally
important in radiation damage. Air Force Research Lab’s (AFRL) branch at the 711th
Human Performance Wing has empirically shown that DP1 is a radioprotectant for
enzymes and has argued, alongside Daly that proteins are the primary concern in
radiation damage, more important than damage to DNA, in opposition to interpretation of
evidence obtained by most radiation biologists [1][2]. DP1 and similar polypeptides have
provided protection in an enzyme, beta-galactosidase, from gamma irradiation [3]. The
use of Bacillus anthracis as a model system to evaluate radiation damage from ionizing
(γ) and non-ionizing (UVC) irradiation provides an opportunity to: test the possibility of
augmenting its already potent radiation resistance; test if the ability of small molecules to
confer protection can be generalized to other bacteria; and obtain supplemental data to
aid in discovering the protection mechanisms of proteins containing sulfur. Damage and
repair to DNA in spores can be more easily investigated in space and time than in
vegetative cells.
Performing experiments on Bacillus anthracis (Ba) spores are useful because of
the bacterium’s resistance to radiation. Ba is a hardy bacterium and inactivation of the
spore form of the bacteria is well studied and integrally related to damage and repair
mechanisms [4][5]. Unlike anthracis vegetative cells, the spore has no metabolic
activity. With no repair occurring during this phase, damage incurred by radiation
increases in proportion with dose. When germination is conducted in a low radiation
2

background, there is a distinct separation between time of damage and time of repair.
Delay in outgrowth, the transition from spore form to the vegetative cell, directly
correlates to the damage of DNA and enzymes within the cell. There is also a spatial
separation of bio-active DNA and enzymes in the core of a spore from the external
environment outside the spore.
The effects from the introduction of an additional repair or protection mechanism
will provide insight into the effectiveness of that mechanism. Results from irradiation
with γ and UVC will provide a comparison on doses used and cell susceptibility to
different types of radiation damage. Completion of experiment matrices that include Lmethionine, D-methionine and DP1 provides a view of each molecule’s consequence on
Bacillus anthracis. With these results and an analytical comparison of their chemistry,
the effectiveness of methionine and DP1 as radioprotectants can be gauged more
accurately.
Motivation
Though the range of damage mechanisms on the cell are known for UV and
ionizing radiation (IR), the degree to which the mechanisms are applied is an unanswered
and oft researched problem; more so for UV radiation than ionizing radiation.
Methionine and DP1 have been shown to increase protection when applied before
irradiation: methionine in human and other mammalian cells [6] and DP1 in glutamine
synthetase and mouse methionine sulfoxide reductase A [1]; but a comparison in
efficiency and the degree to which damage is inhibited has not been analyzed.
Application of effective radioprotectants to humans is well sought for medical,
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occupational and combat purposes, e.g. oncology, acute radiation syndrome, etc.
Conversely, understanding resistance mechanisms that are hitherto unexplored may allow
design of countermeasures that sensitize the bacterium to irradiation and thus facilitate
decontamination applications.
The use of Ba to resolve this inquiry stems from the mechanistic foundations of
the bacterium. Before germination, the cell remains in a dormant state, the spore, where
it is most resistant to extreme environments [7][8]. This dormant state is the single focus
of this research, due to the impressive defensive mechanisms integrated in the spore
system and the separation of time between damage and repair.
Research Focus
Current research at AFRL’s Human Effectiveness directorate is designed to
explore the crucial elements of cell death via radiation damage on DNA and enzymes.
Research that has been conducted with the bacterium Deinococcus radiodurans as the
primary motivation. The bacterium’s ability to withstand over 17,000 gray, or 1.7
megarads, through its robust repair mechanisms is the forefront of research in radiation
biophysics. The mechanisms of repair for such high doses are still uncertain, but a
combination of peptides within the bacterium’s robust structure suggests an avenue for
paralleled work with other bacteria and enzymes.
Previous research at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) has focused on
the efficient inactivation of spores by methods such as: thermal inactivation, pulsed UV
inactivation and continuous UV inactivation [9][10][11][12]. Contrarily, this research
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focuses on combining the robust elements of D. radiodurans and B. anthracis to augment
the number of repair mechanisms and damage-preventing mechanisms.
UV irradiation on Ba is studied more often than ionizing radiation because of the
ease of accessibility, reduced cost, better understood mechanisms and relevance to public
health and understanding. Although multiple data sources exist for Ba gamma irradiation
[13][14] and Ba UVC irradiation [15] [16][17], a comparison of the two is seldom
accomplished in bacilli, or any spore forming genera [4]. The inclusion of proteins into
both systems and a consequent comparison to analyze the mechanistic effects is novel.
Additional focus of this research is the inclusion of dextrorotary methionine (DMet) and levorotary methionine (L-Met) during sporulation of B. anthracis and the
anticipated adherence of each of the chiral molecules to the spore. The two chiral amino
acids interact differently with chiral surfaces; these interactions determine molecular
recognition. The characterization of amino acid adsorption to bacteria by circular
dichroism spectroscopy appears to be new to the field.
Approach
Acquiring the necessary data to review the research statement requires many
procedural steps. This research will focus on growing Bacillus anthracis Sterne spores in
the same manner as previous AFIT students, for purposes of comparability and
continuation. A duplicate of the previously used UV irradiation setup will be analyzed
via chemical actinometry to assess the radiation efficiency of the UV LEDs and reactor.
The anthracis spores are supplemented with methionine and DP1 prior to irradiation.
Colony forming units will provide a metric for comparing methionine and DP1 protection
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from gamma irradiation and germination outgrowth time will measure methionine’s
effect on DNA repair after UVC irradiation. This research approach will be outlined in
detail in Chapter III.
Assumptions
Assumptions made throughout this research include: Cell death was considered
to be the inability to outgrow a viable colony of daughter cells; all plotted data was
modeled by a Gaussian distribution; each photon produced by the LEDs during
actinometry is absorbed by potassium iodate. The wavelength of the LEDs, 267 nm, is
considered to be monochromatic since the full width at half maximum is narrow, 11 nm.
Document Structure
This document is partitioned into 5 chapters, each with respective sections and
subsections. Chapter I introduces the purpose of the research and discusses the general
outline of the processes taken to resolve the research objective. Chapter II covers the
science and theory behind the topic of the research. This chapter serves as the analytical
backbone of the project and includes: Bacillus anthracis background; Ba damage
mechanisms; the two radioprotectants; actinometry; circular dichroism spectrometry; and
spectrofluorometry. Chapter III outlines the preparation and subsequent irradiation of the
spores to provide empirical data for measuring the test metrics. Chapter IV introduces
and analyzes the data. The results of the data will reveal implications on the damage
mechanisms. Chapter V will provide an overview of research accomplishments and
suggested future work. The appendix contains additional content that supports the
methods of the project but is not directly related to the primary research focus.
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II. Background & Theory
Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to provide supplemental information about Bacillus
anthracis, radiation damage, and radiation protection. Topics covered in this chapter
include: anthracis background; growth phases; IR damage and repair mechanisms; UV
damage and repair mechanisms; methionine protection; DP1 conception and
corresponding protection. There is also discussion about the theoretical approach to the
experiment, including: circular dichroism spectrometry; actinometry; and
spectrofluorometry.
Bacillus anthracis
Bacillus anthracis (Ba) is a non-motile, gram positive, spore forming bacterium,
with recorded human awareness reaching to the second millennium B.C.E. [18]. The
bacterium is at the center of this research due to its robust defense against extreme
environments, compared to other biological or chemical agents, and the characteristics of
its dormancy phase. Unlike other bacilli such as Bacillus subtilis, which are also hardy
bacteria, Ba has a unique ability to cause disease [19]. Ba’s survival success is primarily
attributed to its dormancy phase as a spore. Inactivation of Ba spores by thermal,
chemical, UV and ionizing radiation are of interest for inactivation of biological
weapons, for which the bacterium is publicly known [20][21]. Unlike in vegetative cells,
DNA damage and repair is more easily investigated in the spore. Damage and
inactivation of the spore form was the focus of this research.
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Growth Phases.
Bacillus anthracis experiences two very distinct cell morphologies, the dormant
spore form and the vegetative cell. The characteristics of the transition between these
states are important: timing, morphological change, molecular structure, and DNA
changes. The transition back and forth between the two phases is known to be highly
complex [22]. These transition traits are important because of the changing susceptibility
of the cell to different types of damage.
The vegetative cell transitions to a spore when the environment is typically
desiccated and lacks appropriate carbon, nitrogen and phosphate nutrients. The spore
form is considered to be the predominant form of anthracis. During transition from a
metabolically active to dormant phase, the cell dehydrates and compresses its DNA from
B-conformation to A-conformation by small, acid-soluble spore proteins (SASPs). The
spore is formed within the vegetative cell, and ultimately the membrane is cracked and
the spore is released. The spore is dehydrated and metabolically inactive, i.e. dormant.
The cell can survive in this fashion for extended periods of time and in space
environments [8]. The resistance mechanisms associated with the spore are highly
dependent upon the stages of the life cycle, including growth sporulation and
germination [7].
The nutrients required for growth of the vegetative cell of B. anthracis vary
greatly between strains of the bacteria, but consistently require methionine and thiamine
[23]. The nutrients used in this research are derived from protocol established by Pandey
et al. [24]. The media base is LB MOPS supplemented with germination triggers AGFK,
the recipe of which is found in AGFK Minimal Media Recipe. AGFK is an acronym for
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the ingredients: L-asparagine, glucose, fructose and potassium chloride. The morphology
of the vegetative phase consists of square-ended rods, approximately 1 by 5-8 μm,
whereas the exponential phase is characterized by long serpentine chains of the rods [25].
The germination phase also results in a decrease in refractility for the spores and become
phase-dark under phase-contrast microscopy [26].
The events that occur in the transition from the dormancy phase to outgrowth are
displayed in Figure 1. The items in this figure are crucial for understanding the time to
outgrowth, a major test metric of this research.
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Figure 1. Transition from the dormant spore to outgrowth of the vegetative cell of
Bacillus species. The structural components of the spore are reviewed in Figure 2. The
spore is activated by unknown processes, and the addition of a nutrient germinant begins
commitment to germination. Stages I and II are differentiated by the presence of CaDPA.
Outgrowth is the final conversion of the germinated spore into a growing cell; this is the
point when the cell is most vulnerable. Copyright American Society for Microbiology
2014 [27].
Though germination has been studied excessively, in many settings and with multiple
bacteria, there are still many questions about the function, structure, and regulation of
proteins that are major actors in spore germination [27]. Beginning with activation, the
figure clearly suggests that very little is known about the process. Heat activation has
been used effectively to increase spore viability. It is suggested that heat activation
changes the tertiary structure of spore macromolecules, thereby making germinant
receptors more available to germination nutrients [28].
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Once activated, the spore will begin commitment when exposed to germination
nutrients. As stated earlier, this research uses LB MOPS with AGFK due to its fast
germination time. Germinant receptors are spore specific protein complexes that enable
the consumption of germination media. The spore commitment occurs after the media
and receptors are bound, and will continue even if the nutrients are removed.
Commitment is characterized by the release of monovalent cations such as H+, K+, and
Na+, and precedes the release of calcium dipicolinic acid (CaDPA) by a few minutes [29].
The release of CaDPA signifies Stage I of germination and the uptake of core
water. This initial hydration is the first loss of resistance of the cell, but is limited; only
when the cortex is degraded and the core expands is there a significant increase in
damage sensitivity. Core expansion and hydration is completed via cortex-lytic enzymes,
which do as the name suggests, and segues into Stage II. Stage II contains full core
expansion and hydration, which renders the cell most susceptible and removes it from
dormancy. The core content has risen to ~80% of wet weight [27]. At this point,
metabolism begins in the cell, thus completing the transition from dormant spore to
growing cell. The cell has completed outgrowth and can now grow at an exponential
rate.
Anthrax.
The Sterne strain is a non-virulent strain of Bacillus anthracis. The virulence
factors for certain strains of Ba include two toxins and capsule, which are encoded by the
pXO1 and pXO2 plasmids [30]. The capsule on virulent strains of anthracis protects the
bacterium against consumption by the immune system. Since the Sterne strain does not
include the pXO2 plasmid and does not produce a capsule, it is not an etiologic agent of
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anthrax. This subsection briefly reviews characteristics of the disease anthrax merely as a
reference for prospective AFIT research on Bacillus anthracis.
The lethal human disease is present in three forms: cutaneous, inhalational, and
gastrointestinal [21]. Of the three forms of anthrax disease, cutaneous form accounts for
95% of cases on record [18]. The inhalational form is the most lethal form and was wellpublicized during the 2001 anthrax attacks in the United States. This form is also most
likely to be used in a biological weapon due to its lethality. Once ingested in the body,
the spore germinates and becomes more susceptible to chemical and radiological attack.
The disease is caused by the toxic actions, lethal factor and edema factor, of proteins
produced within the human body. Toxin sensitivity is highly variable in humans and
effects pathogenicity [20].
Anthracis Damage
Many studies have been completed on the inactivation of Ba by many methods.
Researchers have focused on inactivation by radiation, heat and chemical treatments.
Each type of treatment focuses on different damage mechanisms and the bacterium has
efficient methods of damage repair. Some repair mechanisms are specific to the type of
damage while others are applied to all types of damage. Study of non-ionizing radiation
damage, such as UV, in the bacterium is more common than ionizing radiation, but recent
research has reduced this gap [13] [14] [31].
Structural Mechanisms.
The physical structure of Ba is the first defense against chemical, radiation, and
heat damage. When the bacterium is in spore form, many physicochemical attributes
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contribute to its success. Figure 2 shows the layers of the spore, some of which
significantly contribute to protection from extreme environmental elements.

Figure 2. Physical structure of the spore with a focus on layers. The exosporium is
present in Ba, but not present within other bacilli. The composition and structure of each
layer is unique and provide different roles for bacterial processes. Roles of each layer are
described in outgrowth, with some mechanisms of germination still unknown.
Copyright American Society for Microbiology 2014 [27].
For Bacillus anthracis, the spore is approximately 1 μm across, and is oval
shaped, similar to the figure. The exosporium, composed of paracrystalline layers of
proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates, is not present on other species of Bacillus and does
not have a clear function in protection against radiation for Ba [32]. The spore coat is
composed of spore-specific gene-product proteins [5]. This layer has clear protection
against chemical and lytic enzyme attack. Fracturing the spore coat is extremely
important in DNA exposure. A breakage can be caused by radiation, thereby making the
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DNA more susceptible to damage, or can happen during outgrowth which facilitates
staining the DNA, as described in Spectrofluorometry.
UV Damage Mechanisms.
Ultraviolet light ranges from 1 nm to 380 nm wavelengths, with health effects
subdivided into UVA, UVB and UVC [33]. UVC, also called germicidal UV, ranges
from 100-280 nm, and contains the highest energy particles of the three energy ranges;
267 nm was used in this research because of the proximity to the absorption maximum of
DPA. UV irradiation of DNA causes absorption of the incident photon (hν) and excites
the DNA molecule (Equation 1) [34]. When the target molecule (M) is excited (M*),
pyrimidine dimers (products) are formed by covalent bonds between adjacent
pyrimidines. Pyrimidines are nucleic bases with a single carbon ring structure; the two
bases being thymine and cytosine.

M + hν → M * → products

(1)

Thymine is the more sensitive base and therefore commonly produces thymine
dimers after UV irradiation. Other than Ba spores, the two most common photoproducts
are cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and (6-4)-photoproducts (64PPs) [35]. In
addition to these dimers, the spore produces a specific DNA lesion found only in spores:
5-(α-thyminyl)-5,6-dihydrothymine), the spore photoproduct (SP) [16]. This lesion, seen
in Figure 3, is attributed to the rare DNA conformation found in Ba spores, A-DNA. ADNA is rarely found in nature and though the chemical composition is the same, the
structure is different, i.e. more rotations per base pair. This conformation is produced
during sporulation. Small acid-soluble spore proteins (SASPs) dehydrate the DNA,
transforming it from B-conformation to A-conformation [4]. This unique conformation
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increases the production of SPs. Conversely, B-DNA preferentially forms CPDs and
64PPs. SPs account for 95% of the damage incurred by UVC irradiation [36].
UV irradiation can also produce other direct and indirect damage effects, like
strand breaks and ROS production, but at a much lower extent than pyrimidine dimers
like the spore photoproduct [35]. Strand breaks are more likely to occur from ionizing
irradiation due to the higher energy of the incident waves, and will therefore be discussed
in IR Damage. ROS in water are produced by two-photon excitation, seen in Equation 2,
which dissociates into H• and OH• [37]. The ROS production would use the excess
methionine in the system for repair, but the contribution to total UV-induced damage
repair is minimal.
dissociation
H 2O + hν → H 2O* 
→ H +OH 

UV Repair Mechanisms.
Since the spore photoproduct is the primary damage mechanism after UV
irradiation, spore photoproduct lyase (SPL) is appropriately the primary repair
mechanism. Anthracis spores have the unique ability to repair the SP lesion during
germination via the SPL, seen in Figure 3.
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(2)

Figure 3. Production and repair of the DNA lesion specific to the spore A-DNA
conformation. The repair of the spore photoproduct (SP) by the spore photoproduct lyase
(SPL) is the direct reversal of a pyrimidine dimer produced by UV excitation of the
nucleobase thymine. TpT is the unmodified dinucleoside monophosphate. Copyright
American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 2008 [38].
SPL is a radical S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM) iron-sulfur enzyme [39]. SAM enzymes
are an emerging superfamily of enzymes specializing in repair reactions [16]. As the
SPL name suggests, this enzyme specifically repairs the SP but not other thymine dimers.
The SPL is initiated by the reduction of the [4Fe-4S] cluster and a subsequent electron
transfer occurs [40]. The dimer is directly reversed by cleaving the C5’-S bond and
forming a methionine [38]. This process occurs at the early bacterial germination phase,
thereby decreasing the time of DNA repair.
Additionally, DNA lesions can be repaired by nucleotide excision repair (NER),
base excision repair (BER), and endonuclease enzymes, all of which are present
mechanisms not specific to the spore. NER repairs dimers produced by UV excitation.
The pathway includes the removal, or excision, of a section of the damaged strand of
DNA and fills the gap with a complement strand created by DNA polymerase.
Conversely, BER responds to base lesions produced by hydrolysis and reactive oxygen
species. DNA glycosylases remove the damaged base, and the apurinic/apyrimidinic
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(AP) site is removed by an AP endonuclease or AP lyase, and the broken DNA is
ultimately filled by DNA polymerase [35]. UVrA, UVrB, and UVrC endonuclease
enzymes are important for damage recognition, and in combination supply damage
verification and incision [41]. Lesions not repaired by the aforementioned processes are
mutagenic. For the cell to survive, a lesion bypass must occur to eliminate future
mutations. Mutations from lack of repair or mutagenic repair contribute to cell death
during the transition from the spore to the vegetative cell.
IR Damage.
Ionizing radiation is defined as an incident particle, electromagnetic or matter,
that interacts with a molecule with enough energy to extract a charged particle, thereby
producing an ion. Gamma radiation is one type of ionizing radiation, in which the
electromagnetic particle is produced by the nucleus. Gamma irradiation kills
microogranisms by: direct modification of proteins and nucleic acids; and generation of
reactive oxygen species. ROS production, an indirect action of IR, is the principal
damage mechanism considered in this research.
Indirect action is explicitly defined as “the interaction of solute molecules and the
reactive species of solvent molecules formed by the direct action of radiation on the
solvent” [42]. Water hydrolysis caused by the ionization of water molecules creates
active radical species that readily produce biological damage. The predominant species
for reaction with DNA is the hydroxyl radical, OH•. The series of equations in Figure 4
depicts the ROS produced from combination of ionized water, the free electron, and
water molecules.
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Figure 4. Combination of the immediate products from the ionization of water. The
reactive oxygen species are an indirect action created by the irradiation of water and
produce the most damage within the spore. OH• is the key reactant in DNA damage.
Copyright Elsevier Science & Technology Books 1998 [42].
H•, OH• and eaq- are formed in the first 10-11 seconds and react with water
molecules in the immediate vicinity, thereby continuing water radiolysis. The reaction
rate constants with DNA are 8x107, 1.4x108 and 3x108 mol/s for H•, eaq-, and OH•,
respectively, which would suggest H• reacts least efficiently and OH• most efficiently
with DNA [43]. Diffusion of the molecules is important when considering recombination
and restitution. Recombination, the combining of radicals to their previous molecular
form, happens on the order of 10-11 seconds, while restitution, the chemical restoration of
radicals to the original molecular state, occurs in milliseconds. The reaction constants,
the number of molecules formed from deposition of 100 eV of energy (G value), and the
diffusion of radicals predict the severity of damage in the cell.
The dehydration of DNA by SASPs and an excess of dipicolinic acid (DPA) and
calcium DPA (CaDPA) play major roles in protection against ionizing radiation damage.
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Production of ROS, an indirect effect of ionizing radiation, is less common in the spore
than in the vegetative cell due to reduced water content. Single strand breaks (SSBs)
occur from damage to the deoxyribose-phosphate backbone resulting in scission, while
double strand breaks (DSBs) are created by the occurrence of two or more SSBs in
nearby locations. Strand breaks, particularly DSBs, are thought to be the most critical
type of damage caused by the effects of ionizing radiation.
IR Repair Mechanisms.
Bacillus anthracis spores contain many ionizing damage repair mechanisms,
including but not limited to: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), homologous
recombination, direct reversal, and excision repair. Since Bacillus species spores contain
a single chromosome arranged in a toroidal shape, homologous recombination cannot
repair DSBs during germination [44]. An alternative to homologous recombination is
non-homologous end joining. This process recruits the Ku complex to bind to the two
ends of the strand breaks, then a subsequent resection of the ends of the DSB. Finally, a
specific DNA ligase directly joins the ends of the strand break and restores the DNA to
its previous structure [31].
Nucleotide excision repair and base excision repair, mentioned in UV damage
repair, are also common repair mechanisms for ionizing radiation caused by X-rays,
gamma rays and heavy charged particles. Additionally, mismatch repair, AP
endonucleases, and translesion synthesis can repair spore DNA damage during
germination [5].
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Methionine
This subsection reviews the mechanisms of methionine that are valuable in
radiation protection. This research focuses on both stereoisomers of the amino acid and
makes inferences on the biological response of Bacillus anthracis, including regulation
processes. Methionine is a non-polar amino acid with a sulfur atom at the end of its side
chain. The thiol group acts as an ROS scavenger and therefore directly relates to the
indirect action on DNA from gamma irradiation.
Protection Mechanisms.
Methionine is a radiation sensitive amino acid due to its sulfur containing side
chain. Ionizing radiation causes scission of the SCH3 group of methionine and
subsequent degradation to α-aminobutyric acid, methionine sulfoxide and methionine
sulfone [45]. Figure 5 shows the formation of the higher oxidation states of methionine
with dose dependence.
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Figure 5. The degradation of methionine due to thiol scission from ionizing radiation.
Products of the scission include the higher oxidation states of methionine (green),
methionine sulfoxide (purple) and methionine sulfone (red). Further irradiation of these
primary products produces similar graphs of additional degradation byproducts.
Methionine sulfoxide is reduced to methionine, but the reduction of methionine sulfone is
improbable. Copyright Oxford University Press Journals 1966 [46].
These two increased oxidation states of methionine, methionine sulfoxide and methionine
sulfone are more stable than methionine, because of its two unshared electrons. Binding
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of oxygen atoms to the sulfur atom diminishes the reactivity of the molecule to the free
radicals from water [47]. Methionine residues within proteins that have been oxidized
disable the protein function and can inactivate repair mechanisms. The methionine
sulfoxide can be reduced to methionine by a methionine sulfoxide reductase A or B
(MsrA or MsrB) so as to restore protein function [48]. The irreversible oxidation of
methionine sulfoxide to methionine sulfone creates a loss of function in the cell that
cannot be undone by a reductase.
Biological Processing.
Methionine is crucial in a large range of cellular function, such as methylation and
protein synthesis, and is therefore highly regulated in the cell. This subsection discusses
the limits of excess methionine in the cell due to these salvage pathways and feedback
regulation. Feedback control in the cell regulates the availability of particular proteins
within the cell. Methionine is an essential amino acid, so the cell will synthesize its own
methionine when needed, but the cell only needs a certain amount, and will remove
excess methionine via feedback regulation. Similar processes have been studied in
Bacillus subtilis with a focus on transport of D- and L-methionine and methionine
sulfoxide by the ABC transporter. S-box-controlled genes are involved in methionine
biosynthesis and in methionine recycling [49]. The regulated transport of methionine and
methionine sulfoxide by YusA, YusB, and YusC in B. subtilis suggests that these proteins
are good candidates for methionine uptake in the subtilis system [50].
Since there are decent uptake and recycling mechanisms in Bacillus species,
quantifying the amount of methionine absorbed within the cell from this research is
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difficult without a radioactive tracer. The use of circular dichroism spectroscopy is a
good route to know whether the spores took on some amount of methionine.
DP1
Decapeptide 1 originates from the research conducted by Dr. Thomas Lamkin’s
research group at Air Force Research Laboratory’s Human Effectiveness Directorate
(AFRL/RHXBC). The combination of amino acids is inspired by those naturally
occurring in Deinococcus radiodurans (Drads). This subsection reviews the unique and
unparalleled radiation protection mechanisms in Drads, the structure of DP1, and its
relation to radiation damage. The implications on the importance of enzymatic proteins
in cell damage have created a focus on supplemental proteins as radioprotectants; DP1 is
an example of such. The chain of ten amino acids, including methionine, contained in the
polypeptide are naturally occurring in Drads.
Deinococcus radiodurans is a very unique and extremely robust microorganism.
Discovered in the mid-20th century as a contaminant in radiation-sterilized corned beef
cans, this extremely radioresistant organism has been thoroughly studied [51]. Drads
research has shown a clear connection between resistance, manganese accumulation and
protein protection. Slade et al. suggest that extreme radioresistance can be explained by
the protection of proteins in robust bacteria by manganese-dependent antioxidants [52].
Though DNA DSB repair ability has the strongest correlation to radioprotection, protein
protection by a mixture of peptides, nucleosides, Mn2+ and orthophosphate suggests
causation in cellular radioresistance. Mixtures of peptides were determined by chemical
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agents identified in bacterial ultrafiltrates; DP1 is composed of ultrafiltrates of D.
radiodurans [53].
The composition of DP1 is: Aspartic acid, glutamic acid, histidine, glycine,
threonine, alanine, valine, methionine, leucine, lysine, or in 1 letter abbreviations
DEHGTAVMLK. A linear configuration of the peptide is shown in Figure 6 with an
emphasis on the methionine.

Figure 6. Linear chain of the ten amino acids of the decapeptide DP1. Methionine (red)
is the primary focus of this research. The additional amino acids affect the response to
radiation, e.g. peptide conformation, peptide folding, hydrophobicity, and electron
transfer. Figure was produced using PepDraw software by Tulane University [3].
An additional side chain of interest is the aromatic ring contained in histidine, which
confers water solubility. These two sites are the primary source of oxidative damage in
the decapeptide due to the radiolability of those amino acids [3].
Numerous versions of the decapeptide have been fabricated and tested by
AFRL/RHXBC, but DP1 has shown prominent resistance. Composition rather than
sequence of the amino acids has been empirically shown to be of highest importance [1].
The structure of DP1 is important in determining conformation of active sites for ROS
interactions. Though many of the amino acids can be modified by reactive oxygen and
nitrogen species, as is tabulated by Chondrogianni et al., the methionine and histidine
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structural availability is most important for this research and is predicted by the models in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. The five most probable structures of the decapeptide, DP1, as modeled from
PEP-FOLD server. The availability of the thiol side chain of methionine and the
aromatic side chain of histidine to scavenge reactive oxygen species is the key element of
these conformational models. The sulfur atom (yellow) is distinguishable from the
carbon (grey), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red) and hydrogen (white). PEP-FOLD models
were visualized using Jmol.
Research Techniques
This section reviews the science behind techniques completed to thoroughly view
the spore response to irradiation. The techniques include actinometry, circular dichroism
and spectrofluorometry.
Actinometry.
An actinometer is a system that determines the number of photons absorbed in a
given region of a chemical reaction. This research focuses on a chemical actinometer,
specifically the potassium iodide-iodate actinometer. Though not as popular as a
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ferrioxalate actinometer, this actinometer is popular for UVC spectra because it is
optically transparent for wavelengths above 330 nm and optically opaque for
wavelengths below 290 nm [54]. This is significant in ease of fabrication since ambient
visible light in the laboratory does not affect the actinometer, while light effective in
inactivating bacteria is efficiently absorbed [55]. The application of this chemical
actinometer provides the quantum yield of the system: the number of triiodide molecules
formed divided by the number of 267 nm photons absorbed [56]. The quantum yield is
an established natural value, and the relation of an experimental quantum yield signifies
the efficiency of the experimental system to the theoretical or expected value.
Upon exposure to UV, the potassium iodide produces triiodide ions, according to
Equation 3 [57].

8 KI + KIO3 + 3H 2O + hν 
→ 3I 3− + 6OH − + 9 K +

(3)

The photochemical reaction is explained in Equation 4 [58], which is a stoichiometric
variation of Equation 3.

8 I − + IO3− + 3H 2O + hν 
→ 3I 3− + 6OH −

(4)

The triiodide ion has peak absorption at 352 nm. Absorbance (A) is dependent upon
optical path length (l), the molar absorptivity coefficient (or extinction coefficient) (ε)
and the concentration (or molarity) (C) of the solution. The relation of these terms is
expressed in Equation 5.

Aλ = ε Cl
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(5)

The molarity of the solution is used to calculate the number of moles of product,
triiodide. To calculate the number of photons absorbed, the denominator of the quantum
yield equation, Equation 6 is used [56]:

N 267 =

P(Ψ )(t)(1 − 10− A267 )
hc

(6)

λ267

This equation incorporates the power of the LEDs (P), the transmittance (Ψ), time of
irradiation (t), absorbance at 267 nm (A267), Planck’s constant (h), the speed of light (c),
and wavelength. The UV transmittance is defined as the percent transmittance in the
medium when the path length is one centimeter and the wavelength is 254 nm; the value,
0.975, was calculated with 269 nm emission [59]. The transmittance is used to relate the
effect of the LEDs in the actinometer solution and with the addition of spores, since the
extinction coefficient in spores is very small and drastically changes absorbance. The
(1 − 10− A267 ) term is approximated as one, since A267 >> 1 for potassium iodate. Equation

6 can then be transformed to Equation 7 to describe the expected power of the system.
The experimental quantum yield calculated by the chemical actinometer is then
compared to the expected quantum yield according to literature. The value for the
expected quantum yield at 267 nm ranges between sources. The values vary widely and
are reported for a temperature of 23.5°C, and are calculated via actinometry and
radiometry. The expected quantum yield used for this research is 0.46. The value is the
interpolation of results from: NIST with a reported quantum yield of 0.60 for 264 nm
using radiometry [60]; 0.47 as interpolated from table 4 of an iodide-iodate actinometer
[54]; 0.65 for 260 nm and 0.51 for 270 nm using BPI radiometry [57], 0.4 interpolated
from figure 2 (or table 3) for a ferrioxalate actinometer from Goldstein et al. [55].
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Additionally, Bolton expresses dependence in iodide-iodate actinometers on temperature
[58]; the regression equation used is for 253.7 nm wavelength, and is therefore not
considered for 267 nm, since the approximate difference in quantum yields between the
two wavelengths is 54%.
The ratio of the experimental value to the theoretical value represents the
efficiency of the reactor system used in this research, and is used to find the corrected
fluence from the calculated fluence of the system. To calculate efficiency, the power
output of the LEDs measured by an integrating sphere is compared to the power
calculated from the slope of the absorbance of triiodide at 352 nm. The method used to
calculate power from the slope ( mA352 ) is described by Equation 7:

hc 1 N AV
λ267 φ ε I − 

P = mA352

(7)

3

where:

hc

λ267

is the energy per photon at 267 nm; ϕ is the quantum yield; NA is Avogadro’s

number; V is the volume of the system; ε I − is the molar absorptivity coefficient of
3

triiodide at 352 nm; and  is the path length of absorbance.
The equation for calculated fluence as a function of time, He, is given below in
Equation 8, where Ψ is the ultraviolet transmittance, σ is the cross sectional area in
square centimeters of the reactor, t is the time in seconds of irradiation, and Pi is the
power in milliwatts for each LED. The units of He are millijoules per square centimeter.
n

He (t ) =

Ψt ∑ Pi
i

σ
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(8)

Circular Dichroism.
Circular dichroism spectroscopy is measured by a spectropolarimeter, which
measures the absorbancies of two circularly polarized light pulses. Molecules that
produce either left or right handed polarized light are enantiomers, such as the methionine
used in this research. The chiral molecule will absorb a particular directional rotation of
circularly polarized light, thereby distinguishing the rotary conformation. The magnitude
and wavelength of the absorbed light depends on the molecule. Biomolecules have
naturally strong CD signals and can even impart chirality to achiral particles [61]. These
signal strengths are bringing CD to prominence for understanding protein structure.
Sulfur-containing side chains within a protein, such as those found in methionine, have a
negative CD band around 228 nm [62]. When viewing independent molecules,
methionine exhibits peak absorbance at roughly 220 nm, whereas a chiral sugar molecule
peaks around 200 nm.
The sign of the absorbance is dependent upon the handedness and type of
molecule. For example, a dextrorotatory amino acid will have negative polarity at peak
wavelength while levorotatory would be positive; conversely, dextrorotatory sugars will
have positive polarity while levorotatory would be negative.
Spectrofluorometry.
Fluorescence occurs from the transition of an electron in an excited singlet state to
the ground state. This transition is allowed, rather than forbidden, and therefore happens
quickly and produces a photon. The typical fluorescence lifetime is approximately
10 nanoseconds [63]. The lifetime of a fluorophore, a fluorescent chemical that emits
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photons upon excitation, is the average time between the excitation of the chemical and
its return to the ground state. The fluorophore used in this research is SYTO® 16 green
fluorescent nucleic acid stain, with an excitation of 488 nm and an emission of 518 nm
for DNA binding. The spectrofluorometer recorded emission spectra: the wavelength
distribution of an emission measured at a single excitation wavelength [63]. For all data
recorded, the emission spectra were plotted as wavelength in nanometers against photon
counts. The wavelength interval was determined by the slit width and dispersion of the
emission laser.
The SYTO fluorophore binds to DNA and RNA and fluoresces at 518 nm for
DNA. The photon counts are expressed as relative fluorescence units (RFUs). It is
assumed that excess dye, which does not bind to DNA, has fluorescence that cannot be
distinguished from background read by the FluoroLog. Conversely, an insufficient dye
concentration will not reflect the correct amount of DNA in the sample and be a low
estimate of the true value. As the spore begins germination, the DNA becomes exposed
as the spore core is opened and the stain can bind to the available DNA. This causes an
increase in photon counts and further increase of photon counts tracks the transition to the
vegetative cell. As explained in Growth Phases., the time between the beginning of
germination and the exponential phase is brief, and is expected to be depicted as a sharp
increase in photon counts [12].
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III. Methodology
Chapter Overview
This chapter details the methods developed and adapted to irradiate Bacillus
anthracis (Ba) Sterne spores by ionizing radiation produced from a cesium-137 source
and by UVC radiation by UV light emitting diodes (LEDs) of 267 nanometer wavelength.
The Sterne cells included a pRB373 plasmid with a Turbo-red fluorescent protein (Turbo
RFP). These cells were chosen as a continuation from experiments by a previous
researcher for continuity purposes [12]. The inactivation curves for these spores were
then reproduced to justify continuation. The germinated cells were sporulated under
three conditions: control growth, in excess of L-methionine, and in excess of Dmethionine. The different spore stocks were irradiated and allowed to germinate for
various times. Data for the survival curves was collected by colony forming units
(CFUs). Data for the germination outgrowth time was collected as fluorescence
measurements from a FluoroLog spectrofluorometer. This chapter also details of the use
of: circular dichroism spectrometry for verification of methionine adherence during
sporulation; and actinometry experiments to test the efficiency of the LED reactor.
Microbial Technique
The Turbo RFP plasmid was provided by the research group from the 711th
Human Performance Wing at Air Force Research Laboratory’s Human Effectiveness
Directorate (AFRL/RHXBC) [1] and was transformed by the previous researcher,
Chelsea Marcum, including: E. coli transformation; plasmid isolation; transformation
and electroporation in B. anthracis [12]. The spore solutions and plate colonies
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expressed the same bright pink hue and ampicillin resistance as expected of the pRB373
plasmid.
Spore Preparation
Scale-up Cultures.
The spores used throughout the experiment were prepared from the bacterial stock
of Ba cells provided by AFRL. The sporulation procedure was adapted by Dr. Roland
Saldanha from Leighton and Doi, found in Leighton-Doi Media Recipe [64]. An
additional step to the procedure was included for sporulation in excess of D-methionine
and L-methionine, and is described in Sporulation Doping Protocol in the appendix.
10 μL of the cell stock was added to 20 mL of 2X Difco™ Nutrient Broth in a 250 mL
culture flask. The culture was incubated at 37 °C at 180 rpm for 6-12 hours. 2.5 mL of
the broth culture was added to 25 mL of nutrient broth in 250 mL culture flasks, and
repeated to use all of the original broth culture. The culture was incubated at 37 °C at
200 rpm for 6-12 hours.
Inoculation of Spore Culture.
From the 220 mL of total culture broth, 22 mL culture, 22 mL Leighton-Doi
sporulation media, and 198 mL nutrient broth was combined in a 2000 mL culture flask,
and repeated seven additional times. The flask is approximately 10-fold larger than the
volume of the culture for ample aerobic exchange. The spore culture was incubated at
37 °C at 225 rpm for 6-12 hours. Before harvesting the spores, 10 μL of the spore culture
was pipetted to a microscope slide and viewed via phase-contrast microscopy at 63X to
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verify sporulation. This step confirmed mostly phase bright spores and no contamination
of the culture.
Harvesting Spores.
The confirmed spore culture was moved to 40 mL centrifuge tubes and was
centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was removed and the
spores were re-suspended in water stored at 4 °C. The spores were pelleted via
centrifugation and cold water washes were repeated an additional 5 times. To minimize
clumping, the spores were re-suspended in 3 mL of 1X phosphate buffered saline with
0.05% Tween® 20 (PBST) [65].
Inoculation of Methionine Spore Culture.
The method for sporulating Ba cells in excess of methionine was similar to that of
the previous spore inoculation. The process for creating spores in excess of L-methionine
and D-methionine was the same. The only adaptation to the original sporulation method
required that each 2000 mL culture flasks contained 22 mL culture, 22 mL Leighton-Doi
sporulation media, 198 mL nutrient broth and 220 mg methionine. 1.0 gram per liter of
methionine was chosen as an overestimate of a comparable amount of methionine
included in the Difco™ Nutrient Broth, based on the following assumptions: 16 g of an
unknown peptide mix per liter of solution; methionine represents 1/20 of the amino acids
present in the peptide mix.
Harvesting Methionine Spores.
The method for harvesting the methionine spore culture was modified from the
original to include 7 cycles of cold water washes and centrifugation. Any excess
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methionine not taken in by the spore needed to be removed from the spore stock for
reliable data collection by circular dichroism spectrometry.
Spore Counting.
The final spore concentrations were determined via colony forming units on
ampicillin selective tryptic soy agar (TSA) plates and by INCYTO DHC-N01 C-Chip
disposable hemocytometers. The ampicillin selective TSA plates additionally verified
the presence of the pRB373 plasmid from colony formation expressing the expected pink
hue. The plates were counted in triplicate and the initial spore count, No, was recorded.
The cells within squares of 1/25 square millimeters of the hemocytometer were counted
and averaged from 9 repetitions for one-hundredth and one-thousandth dilutions. Cells
bordering the top and left walls of the square were not counted. The final spore
concentration, No, was recorded and compared to the results of the CFUs. The results
varied by a factor of two. The spore concentrations for regular spores, L-methionine, and
D-methionine were 2.0x1010 spores/mL, 1.0x1010 spores/mL, and 1.2x1010 spores/mL,
respectively.
Spore Nomenclature.
So as to prevent confusion: spores containing only the pRB373 are deemed BaC;
Ba vegetative cells which were sporulated in an excess of L-methionine will be termed
BaLE; Ba vegetative cells which were sporulated in an excess of D-methionine will be
termed BaDE; spores supplemented with L-methionine will be termed BaLS; spores
supplemented with D-methionine will be termed BaDS; and spores supplemented with
DP1 will be termed BaDP1.
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Circular Dichroism Spectrometry
This section outlines the procedures used to acquire reliable data from the Jasco J815 circular dichroism spectrometer. Since CD results are highly dependent on
concentration and absorbance of the sample, all preparations were completed with great
detail. The samples on which the data were collected were all suspended in water with
5% PBST and included: BaC spores, BaLE, and BaDE. The spores were sporulated,
harvested, and suspended as mentioned in the previous section. For optimal spectral
readings, each sample was diluted in water in separate Eppendorf tubes containing 1 mL
of 2x107 spores/mL and 4x107 spores/mL. The samples were transferred to a 750 μL
quartz cuvette and averaged over three repetitive measurements from 200 to 300 nm
wavelengths. Between samples, the cuvette was thoroughly washed with bleach and
deionized water to minimize residual methionine which would skew results. The BaC
spores were measured as the baseline and the BaDE and BaLE samples were measured
against the baseline to view the difference in absorbance.
Ultraviolet Irradiation
This section reviews the radiation experiments on Bacillus anthracis by
ultraviolet LEDs, including reactor setup, LED characterization, and Ba fluorescence
curves.
UV Reactor Setup.
This subsection explains the design characteristics of the reactor used to perform
UV radiation experiments. The reactor was an adaptation of a design created by Michael
Spencer and used by the previous researcher [11]. The reactor, see in Figure 8, was
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fabricated from a 3 inch tube of highly polished Type 316 stainless steel. The reactor
was further polished and passivated via electrochemical polishing to increase reflectivity
of the UV light emitting diodes (LEDs) on the surface of the reactor. The reactor sits
upon three aluminum stand offs which were screwed to the incubator and shaker during
respective parts of the experiment. The lid of the reactor swiveled open for easy access
throughout radiation and germination, and was otherwise tightly fastened with a wing
nut. The Thermo Scientific Max-Q 2000 shaker was set for approximately 180 rpm to
prevent spores from aggregating to the sides of the reactor and to homogeneously
irradiate the solution. The Innova® 42 incubator was set for 37 °C for optimal aerated
spore growth and 180 rpm to prevent spore clumping and aggregation [7] [23].
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Figure 8. The UV reactor (left) is an adaptation of a design by Michael Spencer, AFIT
[11]. The right picture displays the top view of the reactor which houses 7 silicon sealed
LEDs (blue) that irradiate from the bottom. Composed of electropolished stainless steel,
the reactor allows for a high reflectance. The lid swivels, as shown on the left, for
facilitated sample collection. The reactor rested upon three standoffs that are attached to a
shaker. The shaker helped to prevent spores from clumping or aggregating to the sides of
the reactor. Models were created using SolidWorks software.
LED Characterization.
Seven equidistant LEDs purchased from Sensor Electronic Technology, Inc
(SETi) rested at the base of the reactor. The LEDs were sealed to the bottom plate using
silicon and were backed by an aluminum plate. This plate distributes heat from the
system and prevents the highly sensitive LEDs from burning out. The LEDs were
characterized before and after all experiments using a Labsphere® integrating sphere and
Illumia®pro operating software. The results were confirmed against the product
information for the UVTOP260TO39 LEDs [66]. The values for wavelength, full width
at half maximum (FWHM) and total power were averaged from five measurements for
each LED. The average power for the 7 LEDs before and after all experimentation was
1.362 and 1.187 milliwatts, which was used for expected fluence and corresponding
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doses of the system. The peak wavelength was 267 nm with a FWHM of 11 nm, which
corresponds to the data received from SETi [66]. This wavelength was chosen based on
research by Wurtele, et al. on UVC irradiation of Bacillus subtilis [59]. The UV
inactivation kinetics for B. subtilis is essentially identical to B. anthracis according to
Nicholson [67] and can therefore be used as a UV surrogate.
The LEDs were controlled by a circuit board connected to a 10 volt DC source.
The LEDs burned out in previous research when the current exceeded 20mA and or if the
current became negative. The circuit board was designed with 25 Ω variable resistors at
the positive terminals of the LEDs and with diodes at the ground terminals of the LEDs to
prevent burn out. With these precautions, which led to facilitated experimental setup, the
LEDs could be plugged in to the board before the 10 volt DC source was turned on.
More complicated electronics have been used elsewhere and hampered experiments [10]
[12].
UV Survival Curves.
The UV experiments focused on the difference in germination outgrowth time and
viability for the BaC, BaDS, and BaLS. The primary focus of the experiments was to
irradiate all samples at a dose corresponding to 90% kill, or 1-log10 reduction, of
107 spores of control anthracis. This dose was found by repeating 3 experiments of UV
irradiation over a range of times. The times were chosen from the previous research and
corresponding radiant exposure values were calculated by Equation 8 [12]. The
inactivation experiments were performed by irradiating a 100 mL solution of 107 spores
in sterile Milli-Q® water. During irradiation, 100 μL aliquots were pipetted at the times
listed in Table 1. The aliquots were serially diluted and plated in triplicate. The CFUs
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were collected after 18-24 hours of incubation at 37 °C. The data of the three
experiments were analyzed and the average of the inactivation experiments was analyzed
to obtain the time corresponding to a 1-log10 kill.
Table 1. Times for removal of spore solution from the UV reactor. These times were
based off of previous research. The fluence for each time was calculated by Equation 8
from the power of the seven LEDs, recorded by the software for the integrating sphere.
These fluence values were used to plot the dependence of spore survival on increasing
fluence.
Exposure Time (sec)

Fluence (J/m2)

0

0

26

58

51

114

77

172

90

201

102

227

115

256

127

283

150

334

178

397

229

510

331

737

UV Outgrowth Time.
To quantify the outgrowth time and lag phase of the Bacillus anthracis cells,
spectrofluorometry was performed on the cells during germination. 100 mL of water
with 107 spores was irradiated in the UV reactor, then 100 mL of 2X minimal media was
added and incubated for a total of 9 hours. The recipe for the minimal media is found in
AGFK Minimal Media Recipe. An additional unirradiated solution of 100 mL spores and
100 mL media was placed in the incubator for the same time as a control. 3 mL of both
solutions was pipetted at 30 minute time intervals. Each 3 mL sample was partitioned
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into 3 Eppendorf tubes and placed into an Eppendorf 5145D benchtop microcentrifuge.
The supernatant was removed, replaced with 1 mL of 4 °C water and centrifuged again.
This process was repeated 6 times for each time sample and the samples were refrigerated
at 4 °C.
Preparations for spectrofluorometry readings were accomplished according to the
protocol in Fluorescence Experiment Protocol in the appendix. 500 μL of each triplicate
sample was transferred to an Eppendorf® UVette® plastic cuvette and prepared in the
dark. Irradiated and unirradiated BaC spores were stained with 3 μM SYTO® 16 green
fluorescent nucleic acid stain and capped with parafilm. Subsequent irradiated and
unirradiated samples of BaLS and BaDS were dyed with 1 μM stain to conserve
resources. The cuvettes were vortexed to mix the solution and wrapped in foil to reduce
light absorption. The samples incubated at room temperature for approximately an hour.
The sample was transported to a HORIBA Scientific FluoroLog®-3-22
spectrofluorometer and 3 readings were averaged for every 30 minute sample. The
fluorescence units were collected and associated with time to produce comprehensive
outgrowth data. Each experiment was repeated three times for increased statistical
power.
Gamma Irradiation
This section reviews the gamma irradiation experiments on B. anthracis by a
cesium-137 source provided by the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center. The
cesium source provides a dose rate of 6.33 gray (Gy) per minute and was consistently
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irradiated overnight to achieve doses on the kilogray scale. The four spore variations
irradiated by the Cs-137 source were: BaC, BaLE, BaDE, and BaDP1.
Radiation Preparation and Execution.
The samples for gamma irradiation were prepared according to the protocol found
in Gamma Irradiation in the appendix. Gamma irradiation saw the addition of DP1 to
the matrix as compared to UV experiments. The control samples were reduced from the
spore stock of 1010 spores/mL to 107 spores in 500 μL of water. The Eppendorf tubes
were labeled appropriately with stickers atop the parafilm seal to distinguish between
other samples, which were prepared in a similar manner. The tubes were color coded and
paired by doses to simplify the irradiation for the operator. The samples were placed in a
carousel similar to the model in Figure 9 for more homogeneous dose distribution.
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Figure 9. The carousel positioned within the radiation chamber held the 12 pairs of
Eppendorf tubes and constantly rotated during irradiations. The two views are an
isometric bird’s-eye view (left) and a profile (right) of the carousel. The model was
created using SolidWorks software.
The samples were retrieved according to irradiation times and were immediately put in a
refrigerator at 4 °C to slow radiolysis reactions and early germination within the tubes.
Unirradiated control samples were left in the radiation room for the longest radiation
time; this quantified the effect of background radiation, variability due to travel, and
unplanned germination due to DP1 and methionine in the samples.
The initial dose range was altered after the first experiment to incur more
radiation damage. This change is noted in Gamma Protocol Revision in the appendix.
The dose range used throughout the four replicates of the experiment was from 0 to 8000
gray, with dose increments of 1000 Gy.
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Inactivation Curves.
The first set of irradiated samples was retrieved the same day as irradiation. The
second, third and fourth repetitions of the experiment were irradiated on three concurrent
days and were all retrieved on the third day. All repetitions were placed in a thermally
insulated box with cold packs and transported back to the RHXBC laboratory. The
samples were prepared following the protocol in Gamma Irradiation Protocol in the
appendix. Each sample was serially diluted, plated in triplicate on Difco™ Nutrient Agar
plates, and incubated at 37 °C for 18 to 24 hours. CFUs were counted and recorded to
produce inactivation curves for the four types of spores. The inactivation curves were
analyzed to determine the dose relation between the control spores and the supplemented
spores.
Actinometry
Chemical actinometry was performed on the UV reactor setup to quantify the
fluence of the LED system and rate the efficiency of the LEDs at 267 nm. This research
used potassium iodide-iodate actinometry due to its effectiveness in the UV region.
Actinometry was performed before any UV experiments were executed and after all
experiments were completed. Had there been any change in the LED system, such as
loss of an LED, additional actinometry would have been necessary. The actinometer
solution was prepared according to the protocol in Actinometry Protocol in the appendix.
The solution was deposited into the UV reactor and the reactor was turned on. A 3 mL
sample was aliquoted every 30 seconds and placed in a plastic cuvette. The cuvette was
analyzed by a UV-Vis spectrometer for 200-800 nm wavelengths for a total of 10
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minutes. Additionally, a 3 mL cuvette of unirradiated iodide-iodate was analyzed for 10
minutes in the spectrometer to obtain a blank of the system. The calculations performed
from the data reflected the actual fluence of the system.
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IV. Analysis and Results
Chapter Overview
This chapter discusses the results in context of the research objectives stated in
the research statement. The data collected from the methods described in the previous
chapter are analyzed and the relevance to the hypothesis is reviewed. Discussion of error
is included and the integrity of the research results is examined. A review of these results
is covered in the final chapter.
LED Characterization
The seven light emitting diodes used throughout the UV experiments were
characterized before all experimentation in October 2014 and were characterized again
after all experimentation was completed in February 2015. The collected data are
presented in Table 2 for October and Table 3 for February.
Table 2. LED power measurements collected by a Labsphere® integrating sphere in
October 2014, before any experiments were performed. The data include the total power,
selected power, peak wavelength, and full width at half maximum for each of the 7 LEDs
used throughout the research. The data for each LED were averaged from five
measurements. The selected power included power between 240 and 300 nm. The total
power spanned wavelengths of 200 to 340 nm.
LED
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total Power
(mW)
1.342
1.389
1.174
1.427
1.425
1.410
1.370

Selected Power
(mW)
1.306
1.353
1.138
1.388
1.386
1.370
1.335

Peak Wavelength
(nm)
267
267
267
267
267
267
267
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FWHM
(nm)
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

The data from LED characterization before and after experimentation show that the LEDs
lost 13% power over the estimated 2.5 hours of total operation.
Table 3. LED power measurements collected by a Labsphere® integrating sphere in
February 2015, after all experimental data were collected. The data include the total
power, selected power, peak wavelength, and full width at half maximum for each of the
7 LEDs used throughout the research. The data for each LED were averaged from five
measurements. The selected power included power between 240 and 300 nm. The total
power spanned wavelengths of 200 to 340 nm.
LED
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total Power
(mW)
1.225
1.215
1.238
1.1424
1.135
1.275
1.080

Selected Power
(mW)
1.194
1.184
1.207
1.111
1.104
1.244
1.049

Peak Wavelength
(nm)
267
267
267
267
267
267
267

FWHM
(nm)
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

The change in LED power is linear with time, so the value used in actinometry
and fluence calculations was the midpoint value in time of the two averages of LED
power.
Actinometry
Chemical actinometry was performed on the system prior to and after all UV
experiments. An iodide-iodate actinometer was applied to the reactor on 10 October
2014 and 14 February 2015. The efficiency of the system was calculated by first
obtaining the absorbance values at 352 nm recorded by the UV-Vis spectrometer. The
slope of the absorbance was then applied to Equation 7 from Actinometry. The relation
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of absorbance, path length, and molar absorptivity to concentration is described by the
Beer-Lambert law (Equation 9).

A = ε c

(9)

For the range of absorbances calculated, the relation of absorbance to time, the
slope, is linear. The molar absorptivity coefficient is 2.32x104 L/(mole-cm), multiplied
by the path length of the cuvette, 1.00 cm, and is in units of liters per mole, or inverse
concentration [68]. Once the molarity of the triiodide ion was calculated, the number of
moles of triiodide is calculated using Avogardo’s number and a volume of 100 mL. This
is the volume contained within the reactor for actinometry and all subsequent UV
experiments. With this information, and the quantum yield, 0.46, discussed in
Actinometry, Equation 7 was used to calculate the power produced by the 7 LEDs in the
system, 7.57 mW. The ratio of this power to the power measured by the integrating
sphere, 8.92 mW, gave the efficiency of the system: 84.8%. Additionally, the factor of
UV transmittance, UVT, approximates the change in absorbance with the addition of
spores into the solution. The efficiency and UVT provided the correction to the fluence,
which is shown in Actinometry in the appendix.
The actinometry performed after all experiments were completed was used to
gauge the changes in the system. The final average quantum yield is 29% smaller than
the first calculated quantum yield. The average power from the LED characterization
was used in the quantum yield calculations that were used to calculate system efficiency.
The change in LED power would be a major contributor to a change in system efficiency.
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Inactivation Curves
A majority of the research was set up to replicate the conditions used by Chelsea
Marcum [12]. Consistency in methodological and analytical processes was necessary to
obtain results consistent with the previous research. Growth curves corresponding to a 1log10 inactivation of the spores were repeated and a comparison to data from the previous
researcher was made over the corrected fluence. The method for obtaining corrected
fluence is reviewed in Actinometry. Figure 10 portrays the spore inactivation at the
commencement of this research, averaged over 3 experiments with triplicate samples for
each fluence value. Plots of the three separate experiments are included in the appendix
in
UV Survival Curves. The error bars on the 4 UV survival curve plots are representative
of 3 standard deviations, or 99.7% of the data of a normal distribution.
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Figure 10. Quadratic fit of inactivation survival data from UVC irradiation of 1.3x107
spores of control B. anthracis (BaC). The data represents triplicate samples for each
fluence value from 3 repetitive experiments. The regression line (red) is only considered
over the shoulder region at low UV fluence and during log-linear inactivation. The
points to the right of the red line are part of the tailing portion and are not considered for
the regression. The coefficient of determination for the fit is 0.978777.
The regression equation, Equation 10, models the spore response to irradiation.
The equation takes a value for fluence (He) and returns the common logarithm of the ratio
of the original, unirradiated cell count (No) to sample cell count (N). The linear
coefficient, α, is -2.650x10-3 and the quadratic coefficient, β, is -2.59x10-5. Using these
values, the fluence corresponding to 1-log10 inactivation was calculated as 152 J/m2. The
irradiation time was then calculated from Equation 8, which equates to an irradiation time
of 70 seconds. All UV experiments were programmed for 80 seconds due to an initial
regression for the data. This affects the fluorescence data when compared to the previous
researcher, since the inactivation is greater than 90%.
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No
log =
α H e + β H e2
N

(10)

The regression for the system is modeled by Equation 10 and the values in Table
4. The coefficient of determination, or R2, is 0.97877, where 1.0 would represent a
perfect model for the data; R2 is defined as the total variability accounted for by the
regression line. The χ2 and reduced χ2 measure the discrepancy between two sets of cell
frequencies, where a value of 0 is described as a perfect fit [69].
Table 4. Statistical parameters for data compiled from three repetitions of the UV
inactivation experiment. The terms α and β describe the quadratic regression of the data,
and the following three terms represent the goodness of fit of the regression to the data.
Combined UV Survival Curve
α
β
Χ²
Reduced Χ²
R²

-0.00265028
-0.000025855
2.05669
0.342782
0.978777

The statistical descriptors of the third and final experiment suggest the best fit of
model to data, but the combination of the three survival experiments provides the best
statistical power. The values of χ2, reduced χ2, and R2 for the three individual
experiments are presented in UV Survival Curves in the appendix.
The purpose of choosing a single fluence for all experiments provided simplicity
of analysis. The germination times for the three variations of spores, BaC, BaLS, and
BaDS, were compared with fewer statistical factors when a single UV fluence was
chosen.
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CD Spectrometry
The spectrometry experiments produced results that were welcomed yet
unexpected. The data shown in Figure 11 through Figure 13 were collected via the
procedure described in Circular Dichroism Spectrometry. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show
the circular polarization of the BaC spores compared to the bacteria sporulated in Lmethionine (BaLE) and the bacteria sporulated in D-methionine (BaDE) respectively.
The flat slope of the control spores in Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows the subtraction of
the baseline, the control spores, from the CD data of BaLE and BaDE.
The DL-methionine has likely been adsorbed on the spore, rather than absorbed
beneath the spore coat. This would affect the structural characteristics of the spore,
including aggregation with other spores. Methionine is very hydrophobic in water, with a
normalized hydrophobicity index of 74, relative to neutral glycine (0 value) [70]. It is
suggested that hydrophobic spores can aggregate with each other; spore-spore or sporeMet clumping may arise from the high hydrophobicity of methionine [71].
Physicochemical differences between L-Met and D-Met would explain the difference that
arose in BaLE plate counts after gamma irradiation. Though the spores were prepared in
the same fashion, the levorotary molecule could bind more preferentially than the
dextrorotary molecule to the surface of the other spores, thereby increasing spore
hydrophobicity and associated clumping. A racemic mixture, according to this theory,
would resolve or prevent the clumping issue, but would negate the ability to compare the
exclusive effects of L-Met and D-Met.
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Figure 11. CD spectrometry shows the peaks expected for L-methionine. The
comparison between the BaC spore (orange) and the BaLE (blue) shows successful
uptake of methionine into the spore. The linear slope indicative of the BaC spores
represents the use of BaC as a baseline that was subtracted from all CD measurement.
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Figure 12. Graph of spores with excess D-Met (BaDE) compared to control spores (BaC).
The difference between the lines clearly shows that the BaDE spores did in fact uptake
the D-methionine. The absorption value peaks from the CD measurements are at the
expected wavelengths. The linear slope indicative of the BaC spores represents the use
of BaC as a baseline that was subtracted from all CD measurement.
Figure 13 compares the absorbances of BaLE and BaDE. Theoretically, the peaks
should match up at the same wavelength and with the same amplitude, but opposite
polarity. It is obvious that L-Met (blue) has a peak of greater magnitude centered over
220 nm while D-Met (black) has a smaller peak centered over 230 nm. Since CD
spectroscopy is strongly dependent on concentration of the chiral molecules, small
variation between the methionine concentrations would result in large differences on the
spectrum. The difference in peaks also suggests that the adherence of methionine in the
spore was not consistent for the two enantiomers. The concentrations added during
sporulation were the same, but the final concentration was different. Since the L-met
peak is larger, it is assumed that the levorotary conformation is preferable for binding to
the spore.
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Figure 13. Comparison of BaLE (blue) and BaDE (black) shows the effect of
concentration on CD spectrometry. Theoretically, the peaks would be at the same
wavelength and amplitude, but with opposite polarity. Rather than a mirror image across
the x-axis, the two lines have variation in spectra. This disparity arises from a difference
in concentrations for methionine adsorption in the two spore stocks. The same
concentration was added to the sporulation media, which implies that the adherence was
not consistent between the enantiomers.
Spore Outgrowth Time after UV Irradiation
The fluorescence data collected from the procedure described in UV Outgrowth
Time represents the time of UV damage repair required before the outgrowth phase of the
cell. The amount of damage the spore receives during irradiation directly correlates to
the time it takes for the cell to germinate. The lag time, or the difference between the
beginning of germination for irradiated and unirradiated spores, is the basis for
comparing the three variations of UV irradiated spores: BaC, BaLS, and BaDS. The
fluorescence curves compare the irradiated and unirradiated fluorescence values over the
30 minute intervals for each spore variant. Figure 14, Figure 16 and Figure 17 represent
the curves for BaC, BaDS, and BaLS, respectively. For all three figures, the data were
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averaged over three replicates of each respective experiment. The error bars represent
two standard deviations of the data, which accounts for 95% of the data. The standard
deviation was calculated as the square root of the photon counts per datum.

Figure 14. Fluorescence data from UV irradiated and unirradiated Bacillus anthracis
control spores (BaC). Three 1 mL samples were removed at 30 minute time intervals as
the spores incubated in 1X minimal media. The triplicate samples were combined and
1.5 mL was stained with 3 μM SYTO 16 green fluorescent nucleic stain. Each datum
was analyzed by a Horiba FluoroLog spectrofluorometer, and relative fluorescence units
were recorded. To conserve fluorescent stain, the time samples in the linear portion,
between 30 and 240 minutes, were not analyzed. Spore outgrowth occurs at 240 minutes
for unirradiated BaC and 330 minutes for irradiated BaC. This corresponds to a lag time
of 90 minutes.
Figure 14 shows the fluorescence measurements for UV irradiated and
unirradiated control spores (BaC). The primary interest of the graph is the steady
increase in fluorescence units between two time samples, for the irradiated and
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unirradiated experiments. This increase indicates the beginning of the germination phase.
As explained in Growth Phases., the spore is transitioning out of dormancy so DNA
repair can occur. The beginning of germination starts at 240 seconds for the unirradiated
sample and at 330 minutes for the irradiated sample. The “triangle” that occurs between
330 and 390 seconds is enigmatic. This same unknown occurred in results by Marcum
for the unirradiated sample, as seen in Figure 15, and requires further investigation [12].
The difference between the time of outgrowth for each curve denotes a lag time of 90
minutes. Choosing the 330 minute point as the beginning of germination for the
irradiated sample should be a null hypothesis for this variable in future experiments, so as
to clarify the true time of phase transition.
The sharp increase in fluorescence units, or burst time, signifies that the
vegetative cells are now able to replicate at 2n from the excess nutrients in the
environment. The burst time for both BaC experiments starts at 400 minutes. The
greater magnitude of RFUs for the unirradiated experiment signifies the greater number
of cells in the system, which is expected since no intentional spore killing occurred.
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Figure 15. Fluorescence data by Marcum for Bacillus anthracis control spores. Three
1 mL samples were removed at 30 minute time intervals as the spores incubated in half
strength minimal media. The triplicate samples were combined and 1.5 mL was stained
with 5 μM SYTO 16 green fluorescent nucleic stain. Each datum was analyzed by a
Horiba FluoroLog spectrofluorometer, and relative fluorescence units were recorded.
The time of outgrowth for unirradiated spores and irradiated spores occurs at 200 minutes
and 350 minutes, respectively. This corresponds to a lag time of 150 minutes. [12]
The fluorescence of BaDS, portrayed in Figure 16, demonstrates the same cell
response to irradiation as seen in Figure 14, though at a much smaller RFU magnitude.
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Figure 16. Fluorescence data from UV irradiated and unirradiated Bacillus anthracis
spores supplemented with D-methionine (BaDS), average over three repetitions. Three
1 mL samples were removed at 30 minute time intervals as the spores incubated in 1X
minimal media. The triplicate samples were combined and 1.5 mL was stained with
1 μM SYTO 16 green fluorescent nucleic stain. Each datum was analyzed by a Horiba
FluoroLog spectrofluorometer, and relative fluorescence units were recorded. To
conserve fluorescent stain, the time samples in the linear portion, between 60 and 240
minutes, were not analyzed. Spore outgrowth occurs at 240 minutes for unirradiated and
300 minutes for irradiated BaDS. This corresponds to 60 minute lag time and suggests
that D-Met assisted in damage repair.
The use of 1 μM stain in lieu of 3 μM stain explains the difference in magnitude
between Figure 14 and Figure 16. Higher fluorescent stain concentration guarantees
enough stain to bind to all available DNA, which was discussed in Spectrofluorometry..
Comparing the RFU values from Figure 14 and Figure 15, it is suggested to use 3 μM
stain since the magnitude of RFUs was comparable to 5 μM stain; this conserves
resources while maintaining data integrity.
Unlike BaC fluorescence, there is little to no difference in outgrowth time
between irradiated and unirradiated experiments in BaDS spores; which occurs at 240
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minutes. This data indicates that D-methionine appears to decrease the time required for
DNA to repair; it is assumed the D-Met assisted in damage repair within the spore before
outgrowth began. During germination in Stage II, just before outgrowth, ABC permease
transporters move methionine closer to the DNA; it is not known whether the Met is
transported into the spore core. The methionine repair mechanism is not related to the
prominent damage expected from UV; thymine dimers. UV can produce reactive oxygen
species, but at a percentage too small to expect a sizable difference between methionine
and regular spore damage repair. The reason for D-methionine repair after UV
irradiation is unknown, and the true nature of methionine’s effects on anthracis DNA
repair would have to be further explored.
The larger magnitude of RFUs for irradiated BaDS beginning at 400 minutes is
not expected. Greater RFUs signify more DNA exposure to the stain, which correlates to
more cells. A reason for the irradiated sample containing more cells could be explained
by Gould [28], who showed that germination occurred more rapidly in damaged spores
than in undamaged spores. The cause of this manifestation in BaDS but not in BaC nor
BaLS is unknown. Reduced cell counts could be attributed to aggregation of the spores.
The initial concentration of spores should be approximately the same for all samples;
each experiment was prepared the same way and from the same spore stock. Irradiation
of the spore causes degradation of the spore coat. The spore will leak spore constituents
such as the coat proteins and DPA, and the surface chemistry will be very different from
the unirradiated sample [15]. Coat degradation could decrease probability of spore
aggregation and therefore lead to shorter time before the exponential phase. When the
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spores are clumped, the ability for the inner cells to receive nutrients and activate is
diminished and would delay outgrowth.

Figure 17. Fluorescence data from UV irradiated and unirradiated Bacillus anthracis
spores supplemented with L-methionine (BaLS). Three 1 mL samples were removed at
30 minute time intervals as the spores incubated in 1X minimal media. The triplicate
samples were combined and 1.5 mL was stained with 1 μM SYTO 16 green fluorescent
nucleic stain. Each datum was analyzed by a Horiba FluoroLog spectrofluorometer, and
relative fluorescence units were recorded. To conserve fluorescent stain, the time
samples in the linear portion, between 30 and 240 minutes, were not analyzed. Spore
outgrowth occurs at 330 minutes for unirradiated and 390 minutes for irradiated BaDS.
This corresponds to a 60 minute lag time.
Figure 17 depicts the fluorescence data collected for irradiated and unirradiated
BaLS outgrowth. These data were unique because of the delayed outgrowth time.
Whereas BaC and BaDS had outgrowth starting at 240 minutes, unirradiated BaLS does
not begin outgrowth until 330 minutes; a 90 minute delay. The lag time for BaLS is 60
minutes, and similar to BaC, the magnitude of unirradiated fluorescence is greater than
for irradiated spores. The magnitude of RFUs is consistent with BaDS until vegetative
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outgrowth. The delay in the beginning of outgrowth could be attributed to spore
clumping; the proximity of spores decreases the availability of nutrients, which increases
the time to activation and therefore germination. The preferential clumping from Lmethionine, as described in CD Spectrometry, is seen again, thus adding to the
assumption of L-Met aggregation.
Concentrations of 5 μM, 3 μM, and 1 μM were compared to find optimal staining.
5 μM produced saturation in the fluorolog with excitation and emission slits of 1 nm
(data not shown), while the RFU values for 1 μM solution were only ten times greater
than background fluorescence. The 3 μM samples produced optimal fluorescence at 0.5
nm slit wavelength for excitation and emission. As stated previously, the RFU values for
3 μM and 5 μM were of the same magnitude, thus proving that 3 μM is the preferred
concentration. As mentioned, a 1 μM concentration was chosen to conserve resources for
the large fluorometric matrix, at the cost of RFU resolution.
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Comparison to Preceding UV Research
The survival curves produced in this research were compared against those
produced by Marcum [12]. Figure 18 shows a comparison of the two data sets against
the standardized corrected fluence values. The graph plots the common logarithm of total
unirradiated spore count, No, divided by the number of counts of each sample, against the
corrected fluence. Correcting the fluence accounts for any variation in the system, e.g.
LED output power variation, number of LEDs, reactor design, etc.

Figure 18. Comparison between inactivation curves of the Turbo RFP anthracis spores
for the previous research and this research. The log inactivation is plotted against the
corrected fluence of each system. The preceding researcher reached 6-log inactivation on
a similar scale of fluence as this research achieved 4-log inactivation [12].
The correlation between the corrected fluence and the log inactivation was
calculated for each of the data sets. The correlation of the previous researcher was
-0.887, while the current research has a correlation of -0.915. The correlation suggests
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that the spores are inactivated in a linear fashion; as dose increases, the common
logarithm of CFUs is expected to decrease at the same rate, or a correlation of -1. The
mean and variance of the log samples differ by 38.6% and 34%, respectively. The
difference in mean and variance suggests that the distributions of the two data sets are not
the same. With the fluence corrected, the distribution corresponds to the response of
anthracis spores to UV irradiation. This response depends on the fashion in which the
spores were grown and the geometry within the system, i.e. spore clumping, reactor
design, fluence rate. According to the comparison, the two sets of spores respond
differently.
The tailing that occurs starting at 4-log10 is representative of clumping of the
spores [59]. Since the tailing occurs at lower log inactivation than data from Marcum, it
suggests greater clumping of the spores prepared in this research. Though the procedure
was completed in the exact same fashion as the procedure outlined by the previous
researcher, variation is often a downfall of microbiology. The suspected source of
variation between the two sets was increased clumping in this research and decrease of
13% in LED power over total operation time.
Inactivation Curves of Gamma Irradiation
The samples obtained following gamma irradiations described in
Inactivation Curves were plated and the subsequent CFUs were counted and recorded.
The primary focus of this subsection is to understand the mechanistic differences
portrayed by the inactivation curves attributed to the four spore variants: BaC, BaDE,
BaLE and BaDP1. The inactivation curves for each type of spore variant were averaged
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over the four repetitions of the experiment. The inactivation curve for BaLE is not
included due to clumping of the spores. The CFU data from the dilution series were
extremely inconsistent across all experiments. The error was too great and the data could
not be interpreted. The error bars for the included gamma irradiation graphs represent one
standard deviation above and below the data point.
The inactivation of the control spores, BaC, acts as the basis of all comparisons.
The logarithmic inactivation curve seen in Figure 19 represents BaC viability over the
range of gamma doses previously discussed. The dose range originally chosen for
gamma inactivation was not high enough for the inactivation of BaC. The maximum
dose was 4 kGy, which was assumed to be a high estimate for 1-log10 inactivation
according to literature for gamma irradiation of dose rates between 14 and 51 Gy/min
[4] [28] [72]. The highest achieved inactivation was approximately 0.8-log10, thus the
doses were changed to the final range of 0 to 8000 Gy.
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Figure 19. Gamma logarithmic inactivation curve of Bacillus anthracis control
spores (BaC). The graph represents the response of 1.4x107 spores to gamma irradiation
from a cesium-137 source. CFUs of triplicate plating from four repetitions of the
experiment were averaged for each dose. The foremost interest of the graph is the dose
corresponding to a 1-log10 inactivation: 5917 gray.
The curve for BaC inactivation has a shoulder for doses less than 4000 gray and is
best described by a quadratic fit. Doses above 4000 gray, which includes the area of
interest, the 1-log10 inactivation, follow a mostly linear regression. The quadratic
regression for this curve, Figure 20 and Figure 21 is predicted by Equation 11, where D is
the dose in gray.
log

No

= α D + β D2
N

(11)

Using this equation, the predicted dose corresponding to 1-log10 inactivation is 5917 Gy.
The average dose for 1-log10 inactivation by a source with dose rate between 14 and
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51Gy/min is approximately 2500 Gy. Since the dose required to inactivate the BaC
spores is twice as large, it is clear that dose rate plays a major role in radiation damage
[42].
The quadratic regression, described by Equation 11, has values of -1.077x10-4 and
-1.04x10-8 for α and β, respectively, as seen in Table 5. The theory of the statistics that
described the fit is the same as found in Inactivation Curves.
Table 5. Statistical parameters for data compiled from four repetitions of the gamma
inactivation experiment for control anthracis spores (BaC). The terms α and β describe
the quadratic regression of the data, and the following three terms represent the goodness
of fit of the regression to the data.
BaC
α
β
Χ²
Reduced Χ²
R²

-0.00010773
-1.04E-08
1.54825
0.221178
0.983589
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Figure 20. Gamma logarithmic inactivation curve of Bacillus anthracis spores in excess
D-methionine (BaDE). The graph represents the response of 4.0x107 D-Met spores to
gamma irradiation from a cesium-137 source. CFUs of triplicate plating from four
repetitions of the experiment were averaged for each dose. The foremost interest of the
graph is the dose corresponding to a 1-log10 inactivation: 5510 gray.
The curve for BaDE follows a quadratic regression, and is described by
Equation 11. The values of α and β are -1.96x10-4 and 2.54x10-9, as seen in Table 6.
Unlike BaC and BaDP1, the quadratic term is positive, and can be modeled just as well
by linear regression. Additionally, the quadratic regression best fits the BaDE
experiments for gamma irradiation. The dose corresponding to a 1-log10 inactivation is
5510 Gy.
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Table 6. Statistical parameters for data compiled from four repetitions of the gamma
inactivation experiment for anthracis spores in excess of D-methionine (BaDE). The
terms α and β describe the linear and quadratic coefficients for the data regression,
respectively. The following three terms represent the goodness of fit of the regression to
the data. The statistical descriptors suggest that the model has the best fit for gamma
inactivation of BaDE spores.
BaDE
α
β
Χ²
Reduced Χ²
R²

-0.00019551
2.54E-09
0.109577
0.0156538
0.996952
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Figure 21. Gamma logarithmic inactivation curve of Bacillus anthracis spores
supplemented with the decapeptide DP1 (BaDP1). The graph represents the response of
1.0x107 DP1 spores to gamma irradiation from a cesium-137 source. CFUs of triplicate
plating from four repetitions of the experiment were averaged for each dose. The
foremost interest of the graph is the inability of the curve to reach a dose corresponding
to a 1-log10 inactivation. The maximum experimental dose was not high enough to obtain
a 1-log10 inactivation, calculated by Equation 11 to be 9940 Gy.
The curve for BaDP1 also follows the quadratic regression expressed in
Equation 11. The values of α and β are -9.86x10-5 and -2.02x10-10, as seen in Table 7.
Using these values in the equation, the dose corresponding to a 1-log10 inactivation is
9940 Gy. This predicted value is beyond the range of irradiation completed for this
experiment, as is shown by Figure 21.
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Table 7. Statistical parameters for data compiled from four repetitions of the gamma
inactivation experiment for anthracis spores in excess of the decapeptide DP1 (BaDP1).
The terms α and β describe the quadratic regression of the data, and the following three
terms represent the goodness of fit of the regression to the data.
BaDP1
α
β
Χ²
Reduced Χ²
R²

-9.86E-05
-2.02E-10
0.955935
0.136562
0.98146

BaDP1 and BaDE are similar in that the survival curves do not have a shoulder at
low doses. The shoulder indicates an area of low dose with less cell inactivation per unit
dose than at higher doses. This inactivation is related to the accumulation of damage
events and/or the efficiency of enzymatic repair mechanisms. For lower inactivation: the
damage events are minimal and only add up to small amounts of total damage; these few
damage events can be individually repaired and the various repair mechanisms are not
overwhelmed. The lack of shoulder for BaDP1 and BaDE suggests that the efficiency of
repair does not diminish over time, but stays constant. The radiosensitivity of BaC
changes over time, which explains the necessity of a quadratic regression.
The dose required to achieve 1-log10 inactivation in BaDP1 is approximately 68%
larger than for BaC spores. From this fact, it is apparent that DP1 is either protecting the
spore from radiation damage or aiding in damage repair, likely as an oxidative scavenger.
Since methionine, which is a component of the decapeptide, has been shown to repair AP
sites by scavenging reactive oxygen species and producing methionine sulfoxide [48], it
is expected that the latter mechanism dominates. The efficiency of the methionine in
ROS scavenging in BaDP1 over BaDE is likely attributed to the conformation of DP1.
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The possible structure of DP1, viewed in Figure 7, could place methionine in an
advantageous position to react with ROS that would typically react with spore DNA, in
addition to histidine which reacts similarly. Additionally, the regulation of sole
methionine by biological systems could decrease the effective concentration within the
spore, while the methionine residual in DP1 is less likely affected by feedback regulation,
as discussed in Biological Processing.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter Overview
This chapter contains an overview of the previous chapters and the research as a
whole. The research objectives are evaluated and reviewed given the collected data.
This chapter also contains a summary of the research and future research
recommendations.
Conclusions of Research
Samples containing approximately 107 spores of Bacillus anthracis (Ba) Sterne in
water were irradiated with 267nm UVC light using small LEDs and, for comparison, by
gammas produced from a Cs-137 source. Ba spores were supplemented with DLmethionine and a decapeptide, DP1, in different settings. L-methionine and Dmethionine were introduced to Ba during sporulation and retention of the amino acid by
the spore was verified using circular dichroism spectrometry.
Regular Ba spores were placed in a 3 inch diameter, stainless steel UV reactor,
containing 7 LEDs. The 1x107 spores in 100 mL sterile deionized water were irradiated
for 80 seconds. A time of 70 seconds achieved a fluence of 152 J/m2, which equates to a
1-log10 inactivation; 80 seconds was used due to an error in the original fit calculation.
Following irradiation, minimal media was added and the spores were incubated for 10
hours at 37 °C. 3 samples of 0.5 mL were removed every thirty minutes from the reactor
and from a parallel batch of unirradiated spores. This experiment was repeated with
1 mM L-Met and 1 mM D-Met which was added before irradiation and remained in
solution through germination. Spore viability was quantified as time to outgrowth of the
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spore using SYTO 16 photoluminescent dye. Fluorescence counts were compared
between the parallel experiments, demonstrating a delay in outgrowth time between
irradiated and unirradiated samples. The time to outgrowth for Ba spores was 240 and
330 minutes for unirradiated and irradiated spores, respectively. For D-Met spores, time
to outgrowth was 240 and 300 minutes, for unirradiated and irradiated, respectively; and
for L-Met 330 and 390 minutes for unirradiated and irradiated, respectively. L-Met
spores aggregated which led to delayed time of outgrowth.
For gamma irradiation experiments, 36 samples of 0.5 mL solution of 107 spores
were irradiated by a cesium-137 source with a dose rate of 6.33 Gy/min. The 36 samples
were separated into 4 spore types: regular Ba spores, Ba spores sporulated in excess of DMet (BaDE), Ba sporulated in excess of L-Met (BaLE), and Ba spores in solution with 1
mM DP1 (BaDP1). Each spore type was irradiated at doses from 0 to 8000 Gy at 1000
Gy increments. Colony forming units were collected after gamma irradiation of the 36
samples. The gamma doses corresponding to 1-log10 inactivation for the four types of Ba
spores were: 5917 gray (Gy) for control spores; 5510 for D-methionine; 9940 Gy for DP1
spores; inconclusive for L-methionine. These values were calculated from a quadratic
regression described by Equation 11. DP1 doped spores showed a significant resistance
to damage, while D-Met spores showed little change in cell viability. L-Met spores
clumped readily and produced unsatisfactory results. The average dose for 1-log10
inactivation for the control is approximately twice the value reported from literature: this
research used a dose rate of 6.33 Gy/min while the literature had dose rates of 14 to 51
Gy/min. This difference in inactivation suggests the importance of dose rate in radiation
effects.
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Future Recommendations
This research is at the foundation of research applicable to developing radiation
sensors, therapeutics to protect against radiation exposure and develop hardened
materials to withstand radiation exposure. This research also presents a basis for
medicinal applications such as tissue transplantation, and treating infection, ischemia and
stroke. The suggestions below for prospective research continue the route towards these
beneficial applications.
The procedures outlined by Welkos [26] for germination would be more
conducive to this research. The small scale of the germination assays would limit cost in
acquisition of DP1 and fluorescent stain. A more thorough analysis of DP1-methionine
comparison would be facilitated. Additionally, the commonalities of methionine and
cysteine with similar response to oxidative damage due to their sulfur containing
structure, solicits a comparison of the two as radioprotectants.
The “triangle” seen in Figure 14 and Figure 17 is a baffling response of the spores
that has appeared in the experiments averaged in this research, as well as research
conducted by Marcum; the occurrence cannot be an anomaly. To better view this event, it
would be advised to increase the data resolution around the proper time; decreasing
measurement increments from 30 minutes to 10 minutes. Viewing the physical structure
of the germinating cells around that time period by AFM would be beneficial.
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Appendix A: Experimental Protocols
Leighton-Doi Media Recipe
The following recipe prepares 1 L of 10X sporulation media. Add the following
ingredients and fill to 1 L with dH2O. Filter sterilization is recommended. Store at 4 oC.
When ready to use, aseptically combine 9 parts 2X nutrient broth with 1 part
10X sporulation media.
10X Sporulation Media:
5 grams MgSO4• 7H2O
20 g KCl
10 g Glucose
2.4 g Ca(NO3)2•4H2O
0.2 g MnCl2•7H2O
1 mL 0.01 M FeSO4•7H2O (0.28 g FeSO4•7H2O per 100mL H2O)

AGFK Minimal Media Recipe
1. In 1 liter water, add 2X LB MOPS.
2. Add AGFK:
a. 10 mM dextrose (glucose)
b. 1 mM fructose
c. 10 mM L-alanine
d. 1 mM KCl (potassium chloride)
3. Double the above recipe to make double strength.
4. Heat with frequent agitation to completely dissolve solutes. Sterilize.
5. Check pH, buffer until 7.3.
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Serial Dilution Procedure
Performing serial dilutions consistently and accurately is crucial for success in biological
research. The following procedure was used for this experimentation.
1. Prepare 10 micro centrifuge tubes with 900 µL of water each. Label A-F, where
A is 10-1 and G is 10-8.
2. Take 100 µL of sample and place into the first tube (labeled A). This tube will be
1/10th the concentration of your starting sample. Mix well.
3. Pipette 100 µL of that tube into the next tube (B=10-2). Do this until all tubes have
been diluted. Now, the dilution series decreases in spore concentration by 1/10th
each sequential tube.
4. Plate 100 µL of each tube in triplicate. The plates will be 1/10th the concentration
of the tube, and 1/100th the concentration of the starting stock solution.
Gamma Irradiation Protocol
Contents:
36x 1.5mL Eppendorf tubes, 32 of which will be irradiated. Each tube closed and sealed
with Parafilm.
7 tubes of each type [A-D]:
A. 107 spores Bacillus anthracis Sterne spores (BaC)
B. 107 spores Ba in excess of L-methionine (BaLE)
C. 107 spores Ba in excess of D-methionine (BaDE)
D. 107 spores Ba supplemented with 1mM DP1 (BaDP1)
Doses:
One of each of the four tube types [A-D] removed at doses: 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
5000, 6000, 7000, 8000 Gy
When I tape the tubes in pairs, it will be done according to dose. The tubes will be
labeled with the respective dose at which to be pulled out. Therefore, the tube pairs will
be taped by dose:
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Figure A- 1. Eppendorf tube configuration for gamma irradiation. Two tubes were taped
together and labeled with dose and contents.
Four tubes, one of each type [A-D], will be left out as a control and receive no irradiation.
Transport:
The 36 tubes will be held by an Eppendorf tube rack. Each tube will be sealed and
labeled with a shorthand for its contents. The tubes will taped into position on the tube
rack. The rack will then be wrapped with bubble wrap and labeled with a list of contents
inside (with glossary of the shorthand). The bubble wrapped rack will be placed into a
cardboard box with a label stating that a nonvirulent bacteria is contained within. With
the box will be a letter from the company that sells the anthrax vaccine which states the
safety of the bacteria. Bleach, ethanol, paper towels, biohazard garbage bags and nitrile
gloves will accompany the box throughout the roundtrip.
Gamma Protocol Revision
The dose range for the initial gamma irradiation was: 0, 500, 1000, 1600, 2200, 2800,
3400, and 4000 Gy. These values did not present a 1-log10 inactivation and were changed
for subsequent gamma irradiations. The protocol above is the final protocol used for all
reported data.
Fluorescence Experiment Protocol
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aliquot 1.5 mL sample to Eppendorf® UVette® plastic cuvette
Repeat for each 30 minute time increment
Ensure exposure to laboratory light is minimzed
Add 1.5 µL SYTO 16 (for a concentration of 1 µM)
Incubate in dark for 30 minutes
Transfer to spectrofluorometer in foil covered cuvette rack
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7. Sample in triplicate focusing on: 488 nm excitation; 518 nm emission
8. Dispose of spore/dye solution properly
9. Bleach cuvettes and rinse thoroughly with deionized water
Actinometry Protocol
Protocol by Rahn et al. and used for all actinometry experiments [60].
1. In volumetric flask, aseptically combine 60 mL sterile deionized water with:
a. 0.6 M KI (9.96 g)
b. 0.1 M KIO3 (2.14 g)
c. 0.01 M Na2B4O7•10H2O (0.38 g)
2. Fill to 100 mL mark with deionized water and mix well
3. Only fresh solution should be used for actinometry
4. Pour solution into reactor; shaker turned on to 150 rpm
5. Turn on reactor LEDs and start timer
6. Remove initial 3 mL sample, and tightly close lid
7. Dispense sample into plastic cuvette and analyze by UV-Vis spectrophotometer at
a range which includes LED wavelength and 352 nm, e.g. 200-700 nm
8. Pour contents back into reactor and close lid
9. Repeat steps 6-8 every 30 seconds for a total of ten minutes
10. For blank measurement, repeat steps 1-9, excluding step 5.
Sporulation Doping Protocol
1. From a stock culture of 1010 RFP spores, remove 10 μL and transfer to 250mL
culture flask.
2. Aseptically add 25 mL 2X Difco Nutrient Broth to flask. [Nutrient broth solution
is autoclave sterilized at the end of each day].
3. Culture flask is put in 37 °C incubator for 6-12 hours.
4. 5 mL of culture is removed from 250 mL culture flask and put into 500 mL
culture flask with 50 mL Nutrient Broth. This step is repeated until original
culture is all used.
5. Culture flasks are put in incubator or 6-12 hours.
6. In a 2000 mL culture flask, combine:
a. 20 mL spore culture
b. 20 mL sporulation supplement
c. 180 mL 2X Nutrient Broth
d. 1.8 mM L-methionine or D-methionine
7. Incubate at 37 °C for minimum of 2 days.
8. Check for sporulation under microscope.
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Appendix B: Raw Data
Actinometry
Table A- 1. Values for the fluence calculated by Equation 8, using the power from the
integrating sphere. The corrected fluence accounts for the efficiency of the system
determined by the chemical actinometry experiments. The corrected fluence is the
calculated fluence with a factor of efficiency and UV transmittance. The efficiency
compares theoretical and experimental data and the transmittance relates the chemical
solution of the actinometry experiment to the spore solution from spore irradiation
experiments.

Calculated
Fluence
(J/m2)

Corrected
Fluence
(J/m2)

54.20092
106.3172
160.5181
187.6186
212.6344
239.7349
264.7507
312.6976
371.0679
477.3851
690.0194
902.6538
1167.404

45.98456
90.20048
136.185
159.1773
180.401
203.3932
224.6169
265.2955
314.8174
405.0178
585.4188
765.8198
990.4367

LED Characterization
The following measurements were taken at AFIT using an integrating sphere. These
measurements were used for the duration of the project. Total power measurements for
each LED were taken in duplicate and then averaged. The peak wavelength chosen for
this research was an average of all LEDs, 267nm.
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Table A- 2. LED position on reactor as compared to the designator given by SETi. The
position corresponds to the LED column in Tables 1 and 2, and is written beneath the
aluminum plate on the reactor.
Position Designator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Y5
Y1
X9
I6
Y2
Y3
X10

UV Survival Curves

Figure A- 2. Survival curve of the first repetition of the initial UV experiments. The
quadratic fit is predicted by the statistical parameters in Table A- 2. The scattered at low
fluence values bring about the poor fit of the regression.
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Table A- 3. Statistical parameters for the first repetition of the UV inactivation
experiment. The terms α and β describe the quadratic regression of the data, and the
following three terms represent the goodness of fit of the regression. This experiment
had the worst fit to the regression.
Survival Curve #1
α
0.000417848
β
-0.000021056
Χ²
186.293
Reduced Χ²
37.2585
R²
0.817144

Figure A- 3. Survival curve of the second repetition of the initial UV experiments. The
quadratic fit is predicted by the statistical parameters in Table A- 3.
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Table A- 4. Statistical parameters for the second repetition of the UV inactivation
experiment. The terms α and β describe the quadratic regression of the data, and the
following three terms represent the goodness of fit of the regression.
Survival Curve #2
α
0.00654161
β
-9.03E-05
Χ²
3.71511
Reduced Χ²
1.23837
R²
0.953413

Figure A- 4. Survival curve of the third repetition of the initial UV experiments. The
quadratic fit is predicted by the statistical parameters in Table A- 4. Tailing occurs at
lower log inactivation than the other experiments, but the regression best fits this data.
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Table A- 5. Statistical parameters for the third and final repetition of the UV inactivation
experiment. The terms α and β describe the quadratic regression of the data, and the
following three terms represent the goodness of fit of the regression. This experiment
had the best fit to the regression.
Survival Curve #3
α
-0.00178376
β
-2.97E-05
Χ²
4.18909
Reduced Χ²
0.698182
R²
0.986755
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Appendix C: Vendor Provided Fact Sheets
Plasmid Fact Sheet
The following information can be obtained on ATCC’s website. This is a snapshot of the
information provided by ATCC for the plasmid pRB373 used in this project [73].

Figure A- 5. ATCC pRB373 plasmid information. The pRB373 plasmid is best grown in
LB medium with 50 µg/mL of ampicillin at 37 °C. The sheet also provides information
about the size of the plasmid and its vector and construction.
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SETi LED Fact Sheets
The following three sheets were provided from the company SETi [66]. They
provide manufacturer specifications for the LEDs purchased including voltage, current,
and peak wavelength. These specifications were not explicitly used in data analysis, as an
integrating sphere was used to more accurately determine peak wavelength and power
output of the LEDs.
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Figure A- 6. SETi manufacturer specifications for purchased LEDs. The LED of concern
is I6, the other LED burned out in a previous research effort.
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Figure A- 7. SETi manufacturer specifications for purchased LEDs. The LEDs of
concern are X9, Y2, and Y3; the other LEDs burned out in a previous research effort.
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Figure A- 8. SETi manufacturer specifications for purchased LEDs. The three LEDs
listed were all used in this research effort.
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Appendix D: Regression Code
The code used for Figures 10 and 19-21 was written by Dr. Anthony Kelly and amended
by Cameron Harris to fit the data of the UV and IR inactivation curves. The code is run
in ROOT, a free source program developed by CERN.
#include <fstream> // File management
#include <string> // Communication with the user
#include <sstream> // More communication manipulation
#include <ctime> // Make a time stamp
#include "TGraph.h" // Graphing from ROOT
#include "TGraphErrors.h" // Graphing with ERRORS from ROOT
#include "TStyle.h" // Pretty plots
#include "TF1.h" // 1-D functions with ROOT
#include "TMath.h"
#include "TROOT.h"
int CameronsUVCode() {
gROOT->SetStyle("BABAR");
char InputFileName[100] = "C:/Users/Cameron Harris/Documents/_RESEARCH/Codes/UV/UVExp3.txt";
IMPORTANT
const int NumberOfUnknowns = 6;
Double_t unknowns[NumberOfUnknowns] = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 };
const int SIZE = 11;
ifstream InputFile(InputFileName);
cout << string( 100, '\n');
cout << InputFileName << endl;
string ReadLine("");
if (InputFile.is_open()) {
while (!InputFile.eof()) {
getline(InputFile,ReadLine);
++NumberOfLines;
}
}
else {
cout << "Hello!! Error Code 100." << endl;
cout << "I am sorry, um, but, there seems to be a problem." << endl;
cout << "Please check that the input file name is correct." << endl;
cout << "Most likely... you forgot to add the file extension .txt" << endl;
return 100;
}
InputFile.close();*/
// Make the Data Arrays
Double_t time_vals[SIZE];
Double_t fluence_vals[SIZE];
Double_t control_vals[SIZE];
Double_t experiment_vals[SIZE];
Double_t normalized_vals[SIZE];
Double_t xerrors_vals[SIZE];
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// THIS IS

Double_t error_vals[SIZE];
Double_t fractionallogs[SIZE];
Double_t Minx = 99999;
Double_t Maxx = -99999;
Double_t Miny = 99999;
Double_t Maxy = -99999;
// Open the text file and start filling the data arrays
// InputFile.open(InputFileName);
for (int i = 0; i < SIZE; ++i) {
InputFile >> time_vals[i];
// Time Column
InputFile >> fluence_vals[i]; // Fluence Column
InputFile >> control_vals[i]; // Control Column
InputFile >> experiment_vals[i]; // Experimental Column
InputFile >> normalized_vals[i]; // Normalized AVERAGE Column
InputFile >> error_vals[i];
// Error Values Column
xerrors_vals[i] = 0.0;
// cout << time_vals[i] << "\n";
cout << i << "\t" << fluence_vals[i] << endl;
if (normalized_vals[i] > Maxy) Maxy = normalized_vals[i]; // Pretty plots
if (normalized_vals[i] < Miny) Miny = normalized_vals[i]; // Pretty plots
if (fluence_vals[i] > Maxx) Maxx = fluence_vals[i];
// Pretty plots
if (fluence_vals[i] < Minx) Minx = fluence_vals[i];
// Pretty plots
}
InputFile.close();
// All that follows is to make the graph and make it pretty
//gROOT->SetStyle("BABAR"); // See rootlogon.C if you REALLY want to go there
TCanvas *c1 = new TCanvas("c1","",10,10,800,600);
//c1->SetLogx();
//c1->SetLogy();
//
TGraph *myG = new TGraph(SIZE, fluence_vals, normalized_vals); //THIS is what made the graph
TGraphErrors *myG = new TGraphErrors(SIZE,fluence_vals,normalized_vals,xerrors_vals,error_vals); //THIS is what made
the graph//
myG->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Log#left(#frac{N_{o}}{N}#right) [arb. units]"); // LaTex in ROOT uses "#" sign \left(
\right)
myG->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("Fluence [J/m^{2}]");
myG->GetXaxis()->CenterTitle();
myG->GetYaxis()->CenterTitle();
myG->GetYaxis()->SetTitleOffset(1.3);
myG->GetXaxis()->SetRangeUser(0.0,Maxx*10.0);
//myG->GetYaxis()->SetRangeUser(normalized_vals[1]/10.0,normalized_vals*10.0);
myG->SetMarkerSize(1.0); // Graph Point Font Size (Dots)
myG->Draw("ap*"); // Is what actually creates the graphic
// Here comes the fitting
TF1 *myFit = new TF1("myFit", "([0]*x+[1]*x*x)", 0.0, 280);
//TF1 *myFit = new TF1("myFit", "([0]*x+[1]*x*x)", 0.0, Maxx);
if (normalized_vals[0] < normalized_vals[SIZE-1]) {
myFit->SetParameter(0,Miny);
myFit->SetParameter(1,0.0003);
//myFit->SetParameter(2,fluence_vals[SIZE/2]);
//myFit->SetParameter(3,Maxy);
myFit->SetParName(0,"Min Asymptote");
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myFit->SetParName(1,"Slope Factor");
//myFit->SetParName(2,"Inflection Point");
//myFit->SetParName(3,"Max Asymptote");
}
else {
myFit->SetParameter(0,0.04);
myFit->SetParameter(1,0.00);
//myFit->SetParameter(2,3.0);
//myFit->SetParameter(3,Miny);
myFit->SetParName(0,"Max Asymptote");
myFit->SetParName(1,"Slope Factor");
//myFit->SetParName(2,"Inflection Point");
//myFit->SetParName(3,"Min Asymptote");
}
cout << string( 60, '*');
cout << "\n*\n";
cout << "* Hello!\n* Thank you for using this fitting package\n";
time_t now = time(0);
char* currentime = ctime(&now);
cout << "* This software was lasted used:\t" << currentime << "*\n";
cout << string( 60, '*');
cout << "\n";

myG->Fit(myFit,"RE"); // Money line
// Here come the blue lines
/* TF1 *ReverseEngineer = new TF1("ReverseEngineer","[2]*TMath::Power( (([0]-[3])/(x-[3]))-1.0 , 1.0/[1])",0,Maxx);
ReverseEngineer->SetParameter(0,myFit->GetParameter(0));
ReverseEngineer->SetParameter(1,myFit->GetParameter(1));
//ReverseEngineer->SetParameter(2,myFit->GetParameter(2));
//ReverseEngineer->SetParameter(3,myFit->GetParameter(3));
double OutPutValues[NumberOfUnknowns];
for (int i = 0; i < NumberOfUnknowns; ++i) {
OutPutValues[i] = ReverseEngineer->Eval(unknowns[i]);
}
// Write out fitting results into a file called FittingResults_<YOUR INPUT FILE NAME>.txt
/*
std::stringstream OutputFileNameStream;
string TempString = InputFileName;
OutputFileNameStream << "FittingResults_";
OutputFileNameStream << TempString.c_str();
ofstream OutputFile(OutputFileNameStream.str().c_str());
*/
cout << "Parameter 1:\t" << myFit->GetParameter(0) << "\n";
cout << "Parameter 2:\t" << myFit->GetParameter(1) << "\n";
// cout << "Parameter 3:\t" << myFit->GetParameter(2) << "\n";
//cout << "Parameter 4:\t" << myFit->GetParameter(3) << "\n";
cout << "Chi-square:\t" << myFit->GetChisquare() << "\n";
cout << "Fit looks like:\t(" << myFit->GetParameter(0) << "-" << myFit->GetParameter(3);
cout << ")/(1+(x/" << myFit->GetParameter(2) << ")^" << myFit->GetParameter(1);
cout << ") + " << myFit->GetParameter(3) << "\n";
// Begin the calculation of the Coefficient of Determination (R2 = 1 - SSres/SStot)
double MeanOfObservedData = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < SIZE; ++i) {
MeanOfObservedData += normalized_vals[i];
}
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MeanOfObservedData /= (SIZE*1.0);
double TotalSumOfSquares = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < SIZE; ++i) {
TotalSumOfSquares += TMath::Power(normalized_vals[i]-MeanOfObservedData,2.0);
}
double ResidualSumOfSquares = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < SIZE; ++i) {
ResidualSumOfSquares += TMath::Power(normalized_vals[i]-myFit->Eval(fluence_vals[i]),2.0);
}
double CoefficientOfDetermination = 1.0 - ResidualSumOfSquares/TotalSumOfSquares;
//OutputFile << "R2 value:\t" << CoefficientOfDetermination << "\n";
std::cout << "R2 value:\t" << CoefficientOfDetermination << "\n";
/*
// Backout the Unknowns
OutputFile << "<*><*><*> UNKNOWNS <*><*><*>\n";
OutputFile << "\n\n\tConcentration\tO.D.\n";
for (int i = 0; i < NumberOfUnknowns; ++i) {
OutputFile << "\t" << OutPutValues[i] << "\t\t" << unknowns[i] << "\n";
}
*/
std::cout << "\n\n";
std::cout << "<*><*><*> UNKNOWNS <*><*><*>\n";
cout << "\tFluences\tLog Normalized\n";
// Plot the Unknown Unto the Graph in Blue
TLine *myVerticalLines[NumberOfUnknowns];
for (int i = 0; i < NumberOfUnknowns; ++i) {
myVerticalLines[i] = new TLine(OutPutValues[i],0.0,OutPutValues[i],unknowns[i]);
myVerticalLines[i]->SetLineWidth(4.0);
myVerticalLines[i]->SetLineColor(kBlue);
myVerticalLines[i]->SetLineStyle(2);
myVerticalLines[i]->Draw("l");
}
TLine *myHorizontalLines[NumberOfUnknowns];
for (int i = 0; i < NumberOfUnknowns; ++i) {
myHorizontalLines[i] = new TLine(OutPutValues[i],unknowns[i],0.0,unknowns[i]);
myHorizontalLines[i]->SetLineWidth(4.0);
myHorizontalLines[i]->SetLineColor(kBlue);
myHorizontalLines[i]->SetLineStyle(2);
myHorizontalLines[i]->Draw("l");
}
// c1->Print(OutputFileNameStream.str().c_str());
cout << "\n\n\n" << endl;
// Updates the Logbook with the stuff
ofstream WriteOutLogBook("Logbook.txt",std::ofstream::app);
WriteOutLogBook << InputFileName << "\t" << NumberOfUnknowns << "\t";
for (int i = 0; i < NumberOfUnknowns; ++i) {
WriteOutLogBook << unknowns[i] << "\t";
}
WriteOutLogBook << CoefficientOfDetermination << "\t";
WriteOutLogBook << currentime;
WriteOutLogBook << "\n";
WriteOutLogBook.close();
}
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